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N•MAC-A multiplexed analog
component video transmission format
raster compatible with NTSC
L-N. LEE AND M. D. REDMAN
(Manuxcripl received February 9, 1989)

Abstract
A multiplexed analog component television transmission format raster (N -MA(') that
is compatible with ni_sc was developed or the Satellite Television Corporation in
the early 1980s. This paper describes the detailed format of N-MAC and the
implementation and performance of an engineering model. Subjective test results are
also included.

Introduction
The National Television Standards Committee (NTSC) color television
signal format design is based on two criteria: compatibility with monochrome
receivers and conservation of transmission bandwidth. The three primary
color signals (red, green, and blue) are linearly combined into a luminance
signal of full bandwidth and two color difference signals of less bandwidth.
If transmitted faithfully. the primary color signals can be recovered by linear
combination of the luminance and color difference signals in the color
receivers, whereas the luminance signal can he used directly by monochrome
receivers.
To conserve bandwidth, the two color difference signals modulate the inphase and quadrature components of a color subcarrier that occupies the
higher portion of the video bandwidth. The frequency chosen for the color
I
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suhcarricr is an odd multiple of one-half of the line scanning frequency at
the upper portion of the luminance bandwidth. This choice of frequency
allows interleaving of luminance and chrominance signals, with the spectral
energy of the chrontinanee signal being concentrated at odd multiples of the
half-line frequency, as illustrated in Figure I. Thus, luminance and chrominance can share the same frequency hand. Since the color subcanrier must
reverse its phase in every frame (as well as every line) for the same color,
chrominance-to-ltill) inance crosstalk is removed to some extent through spatial
and tinge integration. Similarly, noncoherent luminance-to-chrominance crosstalk is also removed to some extent by coherent demodulation of the suhcarricr
phase.
SIGNAL
POWER
DENSITY

3.58 MHz
I/

141 n:^ r^Fli^ ..
15 kHz-l -15 kHz

C: CHROMINANCE
L LUMINANCE

Figure L To pical NTSC TeleFH ion Specn-am

As with any composite format, the frequency-multiplexed nature of NTSC
has limitations. The spectrally interleaved luminance and chrominance signals
are difficult to separate using inexpensive receivers, particularly for scenes
that have vertical and horizontal details. The interleaved signals are especially
difficult to separate after transmission through a nonlinear channel. It is also
difficult to improve the resolution of the NTSC signal because of the presence
of the color subcarricr and the incomplete separation of chrominance from
the luminance signal.

The multiplexed analog component (MAC) format was first suggested by
the Independent Broadcast Authority (IBA) in the United Kingdom as an
alternative to the color suhcarricr approach I 11. instead of using a chrominance

I

suhcarrier, the MAC format compresses the active portions of the luminance
and chrominance in time and transmits them sequentially in a time-multiplexed
format. A MAC receiver separates the components from the tine-multiplexed
format and decompresses them to their original form. For television sets with
component inputs, the MAC format provides a means for direct component
reception. For regular sets with composite input, the time-multiplexed
transmission reduces the luminance and chrominance crosstalk caused by
channel nonlinearities. However, the original IRA design is intended for a
625-line raster, and most of the design considerations assume a phasealternate-line (PAL)-based video source. which makes it difficult to adopt
directly in NTSC countries.
For direct broadcast satellite (DUS) application, the compression ratios of
the original IBA proposal produce very wide baseband bandwidth. which in
turn requires considerably greater RF bandwidth and satellite e.i.r.p. than
NTSC. Potential Dos application in the U.S. or other NTSC countries requires
a redesign of the original MAC format. For example. Goldberg ei al. [2] have
proposed It time-multiplexed component (IMC) format for transmitting the
NTSC-compatiblc portion of a high-definition television signal.
During 1982-1983, COMSAT Laboratories independently developed a
MAC format (N MA( ) that is compatible with the NTSC raster. An engineering
model was developed, and objective and subjective tests were conducted
over an IF link. The digital channel of this design was incorporated by
Scientific Atlanta Digital Video Systems into their B-MAC product [3]. This
paper describes the N-MAC format, including its design considerations,
implementations, and performance.

Signal formal
The N MAC signal lbmiat assumes a raster with 525 lines/framc. 30 frames/s,
2:1 interlacing, and 4:3 aspect ratio. The active video begins on line 22 in
each field. The line time is approximately 63.5 ps. Each active line can he
divided into periods for synchronization, digital data, luminance. and
chrominance, as illustrated in Figure 2. the digital data portion includes
control, audio, and parity checks for It forward error correction code. Any
of the digital audio channels call be used to send data instead, if desired.
The luminance and chrominance signals are obtained by first linearly
combining the red. green, and blue (RGB) signal according to the following
equations:

Y=0.30R+0.59G10.1IB
U--0.30R-059G F0.89R
V=0.708-0.59G-0.11B
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MSB CONTROL (12) AUDIO 1 (21) AUDIO 3 (21) AUDIO 5 (6)
LSB FEC (12) AUDIO 2(21) AUD104(21) AUDIO 6(6)
1 20 bits
Data modulated in 2 bits per ASK symbol. an MSB and an LSB.

Figure 2. Time -Multiplexing bonnet for the N-MAC Signal Within
a Scan Line
The active portion of the v, u, and v signals is assumed to be 52 µs. The
bandwidth of the v signal is limited by a high-order elliptical filter with an
equiripple bandwidth of 4.2 MHz. The bandwidth of the U and v signals is
limited by a transitional filter with 3-dB bandwidth of 1.25 MHz. The
luminance signal is then time-compressed by a ratio of4 to 3. The chrominance
signal is first filtered vertically and then decimated by a factor of 2 to I (i.e.,
the signal in every other line is dropped). The resultant signal is timecompressed by a ratio of 4 to I. and the u and v signals are time-multiplexed
in alternating lines. As a result of time compression, the luminance signal
occupies 39 Its, one of the chrominance signals occupies 13 as, and the
total active video signal occupies 52 µs in each active scan line. Also due
to time compression, the video bandwidth is expanded to 5.6 MHz for the
luminance and to approximately 5 MHz for the chrominance.
The remaining 11.5 µs in each active scan line is divided into synchronization, digital data and audio, and guard time. The guard time is necessary
to separate the signals in time. The synchronization signal establishes
horizontal synchronization. Dc level, and the receiver master clock frequency.
The synchronization waveform is completely digital and is transmitted by
the data modulator as part of the digital data. with a pulse rate of 7.16 MHz.
The waveform consists of eight alternating pulses corresponding to a reference
burst frequency of 3.58 MHz, and a unique-word pattern.
The remaining time is sufficient to transmit 60 data pulses. Using fourlevel amplitude-shift keying (ASK), two data bits can be transmitted per pulse,
so that total of 120 bits of data per scan line can be supported. The outer
levels of the four-level ASK signal are the same amplitude as the two-level

pulses used for synchronization. In the example shown in Figure 2, the 120 bits
are divided into 24 bits of control data and 96 bits of audio (or data). To
provide additional error protection, the control data are coded using a rate
1/2 convolutional code. Consequently the control channel has an information
rate of 12 bits per scan line.
The 96 bits of uncoded data per line provide a data channel capacity of
1.5 Mbit/s and are capable of supporting up to four high-quality program
audio channels and two supplemental audio channels, or any other combination
of audio and data channels desired. To simplify the receiver hardware design,
10 lus in each of the unused lines will also be used for synchronization, data,
and audio transmission.
The four levels of the digital signal correspond to four frequency tones
after frequency modulation. The separation of the levels corresponds to the
separation of the tones in the RF spectrum. For a given RF bandwidth and
carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N), the bit error rate (BER) performance is a function
of the separation, which can be optimized experimentally. For good BER
performance, the peak-to-peak value of the digital signal normally is less
than that used for the active video, and its niean is at the midscale value of
the video amplitude range.
In one of the unused lines in each field, a unique word occupying the
entire duration of active video (52 µs) is employed to provide field
synchronization. This long unique word also provides a means for checking
the horizontal synchronization. The video portions of all other unused lines
are available for vertical interval test signal (vITS), teletex, and other services.
The video signal can be scrambled by interchanging the relative positions
of luminance, chrominance, and audio within the line, as well as the sequence
of video scanning. A total of up to 24 combinations can be obtained to
achieve effective video scrambling. Fight of the 24 possible combinations
are depicted in Figure 3, with the audio position fixed. As shown in the
figure, the synchronization and control signals remain at a fixed position
within the scan line in all cases. This ensures proper operation of the
descrambler.

Design considerations
The most important considerations for a MAC format design are timecompression ratios for the video signals, means of multiplexing and transmitting the video signal, and video signal processing for bandwidth reduction.
These considerations for N-MAC are discussed in this section.
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transmit both of these signals and the synchronization signal sequentially is
less than or equal to 63.5 µs. However , time compression increases the
video baschand bandwidth of the signal. This in turn reduces the received
baseband signal - to-noise ratio (5 /N) for a given transmission link with a fixed
carrier-to-one-sided- noise spectral density ratio , C'/N„ and a fixed RE bandwidth, B. This is easily seen as the received haseband S/N, given by
AUDIO

LUMA

CHROMA

S 3 C ( AF) ' I
N 2 N„

f„

f„,

wheref„ is the video haseband bandwidth and LXF is the frequency deviation,
which is related to the baschand and RI bandwidth by Carson's rule:
B=2((+OF) .
This S/N reduction is worse than the cubic relationship shown explicitly in
the formula because AF must also be reduced as.jincreases to maintain a
constant channel bandwidth. Therefore, it is important that the compression
ratios not he so excessive as to degrade performance unnecessarily.
Other considerations driving the choice of compression ratio include the
following:
a. The luminance and chrominance S/N must he properly balanced.
h. The compression ratios selected must be realizable using practical
implementations.
e. If possible, the active portion of the signal should he maintained
within the 52-µs duration allocated for active video in NTSC so that it
can easily be replaced by standard composite video if desired.
Figure 3. Eight of the 24 Fo.ssihle Signal Scrambling Sequences Within it
Scan Line (R and L indicate the right and left sides of the
original video signal)

('o1 pressioo ratio

The overriding rule for the choice of compression ratio is that the horizontal
synchronization, the luminance, and the chrominance signal for each horizontal scan must he transmitted in one scan line. For the NTSC raster, each
scan line has a duration of approximately 63.5 µs, of which the active video
occupies approximately 52 µs.
The objective is to compress the active portion of the luminance and
chrominance signals of each scan line so that the total time required to

Without reliable subjective data to prove otherwise, it can he assumed that
the human eye is equally sensitive to low-frequency noise in both the
luminance and chrominance signals. Consideration (a) can then he interpreted
as a desire to balance the S/N on the luminance and chrominance channels.
A simple means of achieving this is to choose the compression ratio such
that theS/N of the luminance and chrominance is about the same. Consideration
IN requires that the compression ratios be rational numbers of small integers,
such as 3:2, 4:3, or 5:4. Consideration (c) may require that the sum of
inverses of luminance compression ratio and chrominance compression ratio
he unity if they are expressed in rational numbers less than unity. Based on
these considerations, compression ratios of 4 to 3 for the luminance and 4
to I for the chrominance were selected for N-MAC This choice clearly meets
the requirements of considerations (b) and (c). It will he demonstrated that
this choice also satisfies the requirements tot consideration (a) in an FM link.
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Program audio

Since the MAC format was developed to offer quality and versatility, highfidelity stereo audio is a minimum requirement . The capability for an optional
second language is also planned . Providing full stereo for both languages
will require tour audio channels . Instead of using multiple audio subcarriers,
the program audio can be transmitted most efficiently by encoding it in digital
form.
A high-quality adaptive delta modulation algorithm was selected based on
two considerations . First, the delta modulation decoder is very easy to
implement . The requirement for component precision is at least one order of
magnitude less than for a pulse -code modulation ( PCM)-based system achieving
.similar dynamic range. Also , the higher sampling rate associated with delta
modulation requires no anti-aliasing filters. Second, delta modulation is
inherently robust in noisy channels . For binary symmetric channels, no
distortion can be detected by average listeners for a BF.R equal to or less than
10 '. At a BER of 10 '. the distortion is noticeable , but is not annoying
until the BGR is well above 5 x It) '.
To preserve the fidelity of the signal. the program audio must be encoded
at a hit rate of at least 250 kbit/s . To simplify the receiver design , the bit
rate chosen is 21 times the horizontal rate, or 330 kbit/s.
Data modulation

Digital audio and other digital data must he modulated and transmitted
with the video. The following three options, corresponding to three versions
of the IBA design, are available:
• A-MAC. A form of phase-shift keying (PSK) at a suitable subcarrier
frequency.
• C-MAC. A form of PSK directly to an II frequency transmitted in
bursts in horizontal and/or vertical blanking intervals.
• B-MAC. ASK of baseband signal levels transmitted in bursts during
horizontal and/or vertical blanking intervals.
The AMAC option is not desirable from either the performance or cost
standpoints. A greater baseband bandwidth is required, which in turn reduces
the amount of frequency deviation allowed for a given FM link. This is
particularly undesirable because the MAC signal already has a haseband
bandwidth greater than normal video due to time compression. The presence
of it digital subcarrier at the high end of the baseband also restricts the
amount of overdeviation allowed for FM transmission. The performance of
the digital subcarrier is adversely degraded by truncation noise, which is
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particularly severe near and below the rM threshold, and by the crosstalk
between the video and the digital subcarrier. The cost of an additional PSK
demodulator is also undesirable.
C-MAC is very desirable from a performance standpoint because a coherent
demodulation performance close to that of theoretical additive white Gaussian
noise (AW(iN) may be achieved without crosstalk. However, the cost of a
burst-mode PsK demodulator is higher than that of the continuous I'SK
demodulator required for A-MAC.
ASK/FM, which is used in B-MAC and is also known as pulse amplitude
modulation (YAM)/FM, is a form of partially coherent demodulation. The
signal format is equivalent to frequency-shift keying (r5K) with continuous
phase. The performance is slightly better than with noncoherent I :SK demodulation, but about 2 dB worse than with coherent demodulation. An ASK
detector, which consists of only comparators and registers, is very inexpensive
to implement. Since the video signal itself must be transmitted with reasonable
SIN, the ASK data signal will be able to tolerate reasonable loss of power
efficiency compared with the most efficient C-MAC case. Therefore, ASK/FM
was selected for the N-MAC system.
Given that an ASK/FM type of modulation is selected, the number of ASK
levels must be determined. The likely candidates are two, four, and eight
levels. Lucky, Saltz, and Weldon [41 have shown that the RF spectra for
two, four, and eight levels are quite similar for a given data throughput when
optimized for the best HfR performance. However, the selection of ASK pulse
levels has a direct bearing on the shape of baseband spectral density.
Therefore, the choice largely depends on the data rate to he supported and
the maximum baseband bandwidth allowed.
The transmission data rate must be a multiple or submultiple of the video
line rate. For convenience in hardware implementation, the sampling rate
should be related to the data rate. The design choice for sampling rate is
determined by Nyquist theory. For a 4:3 compression with 4.2 MHz of
uncompressed video bandwidth, the compressed video has a bandwidth of
5.6 MHz. A sampling rate of approximately 14 MHz is required for a
reasonably simple filter design. Thus, a data rate of approximately 14 Mbit/s
is desirable. If the video is to be transmitted by satellite with a usable
transponder bandwidth of 24 MHz for DBS application, the 14-Mbit//s data
rate corresponds to a bandwidth-time product (BT) of 1 .6, which is reasonably
efficient for a suboptimal modulation such as ASK/FM.
With two-level ASK, the baseband bandwidth is very wide compared to
the video bandwidth. This is undesirable, particularly if transmission of the
N-MAC signal over the existing cable system is considered. Four-level ASK is
better suited for this application because most of the signal energy is
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concentrated within the video bandwidth. Although the baseband bandwidth
of the eight-level ASK signal is even less, there appears to be no advantage
in choosing eight-level signaling over tom-level signaling because the
baschand bandwidth of the four-level signal is already less than that required
for video transmission. Furthermore, eight-level ASK detection requires greater
implementation complexity. Thus, four-level ASKIFM appears to he the best
choice for data modulation.
Video signal processing

The choice of compression ratio implicitly requires that the two color
difference signals be transmitted in alternate lines. As mentioned previously,
the baseband bandwidth is proportional to the time compression. If both
color difference signals had to be transmitted in each tine, greater time
compression, and thus greater haseband bandwidth, would result. Observing
that the horizontal resolution of the two color difference signals is only onefourth that of the luminance signal in NTSC. it is reasonable to conclude
that no adverse subjective effect will be observed by dropping the vertical
resolution of the color difference signals to one-half that of the luminance
signal. Thus, it was decided to transmit each of the color difference signals
in alternate lines. Since the ehrominance signals at the source have full
vertical resolution. vertical preliltering of the color difference signal is
required before decimation, to prevent vertical aliasing. [roper interpolation
is also required at the receive end to restore the decimated signal.
Base on computer simulation, it was determined that a three-tap finite
impulse response (FIR) filter with coefficients of 1/4, 1/2, and 1/4 is most
suitable for the transmit prefilter, whereas a two-tap FiR filter (i.e., simple
averaging) is sufficient for interpolation at the receive side.
Implementation
To demonstrate and test the performance of the N-MAC transmission format,
an engineering model of the transmit and receive haseband processors was
developed and used in an IF.RF testhed. At the outset, it was necessary to
decide whether to use digital technology and random-access memory (RAM)based metories, or analog technology with perhaps charge-coupled-devicebased memories. The digital approach requires conversion of the analog
video signal sources using analog-to-digital (AD) and digital-to-analog (DIA)
converters. The technology associated with the Fabrication of these party has
been advancing rapidly. and consequently their cost has been decreasing. In
comparison. the analog approach will always have an intrinsic testing and
reliability cost associated with its inherent noise and temperature sensitivity.
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Therefore. it was decided that the use of digital technology and RAM-based
memory in the baseband processor would ultimately yield a more reliable
engineering model and lower production costs. This approach also offers a
shorter development cycle for the model.
Figure 4 is a functional block diagram of the transmit baschand processor
unit (nru), which was designed to accept video in an Rcn-plus-synchronization
format. The external composite synchronization signal is separated into
horizontal and vertical synchronization signals, which are used by the transmit
timing/control hardware to establish all input and output timing. The Rcn
signals are first clamped to a fixed DC level and passed through scaling/
matrix electronics to generate vuv video components. The v (luminance)
signal is then passed through a 42-Mliz elliptic low-pass filter (rr,i) to
prevent aliasing when sampled, and digitized at 10.7 MHz (or three times
the subcarricr frequency, 3/J by the following Am converter. The ehrominance components (u and v) are filtered at 1.25 MHz before being sampled
at the ehrominance subcarrier rate of 3.58 MHz, /„ .
After digitization, alt video processing is performed in the digital domain.
This consists of writing the v data signal into static RAM, which serves as
both a rate compression buffer and a delay compensation buffer. That is, in
addition to rate compression, the delay through this transmit luminance butter
is chosen so that the total luminance delay from the transmit input to the
receive output matches the total uv (chrontinanee) delay. including that due
to chroninance vertical filtering.
A second consideration was to minimize the receive memory requirement
at the expense of the transmit memory, since the targeted environment was
a point-to-multipoint application and the receive-side equipment cost had to
be minimized. The wv data streams are written into buffer memories at their
3.58-MHz sample rate. Due to the ehrominance vertical decimation process,
the c and v data streams are vertically filtered on alternate lines so that a
single vertical filter is time-shared between the two components on an
alternate-line basis. Thus, the N-MAC engineering model is actually based on
a line-pair multiplex format: that is, every line-pair time interval of the
composite N-MAC waveform consists of two ehrominance bursts, two luminance bursts, and a data burst.
Figure 5 illustrates the digital video processing and memory architecture
of the transmit processor in greater detail. The v buffer memory consists of
a simple two-line ping-pong memory architecture in which one hank is being
written into at a 10.7-MHz sample rate, while the other is being burst out at
a 14.3-MHz burst rate of 4f- The figure also depicts the inherent output
time-division multiplexing, as all memories have tri-state outputs. One Read
Address bus is used to sequentially access all video componentshnemories.
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Figure 4. Functional Block Diagram of the Transmit Baseband
Processor
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This control bus also provides for addressing the RAM in any of the possible
scrambling modes under the control of a pseudorandom number ( PN) sequence
from a security subsystem . In the engineering model, the PN sequence is
used to select/address a programmable read -only memory ( PROM) which
generates the selected address sequence.
The lower portion of Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the chrominance
processing hardware . Basically, both chrominance components are loaded
into a four- line circular buffer memory at an input rate off,. However, the
input memory , together with the following vertical filter components, are
clocked at a 31,,. rate to permit the three -tap vertical filter to function at the
/1,. rate. The input buffer and the following vertical filter could be considered
as a simple state -machine which takes every input sample and the corresponding samples from the two previous video lines, passes them through a
PROM-based multiplier, and accumulates the result in the arithmetic logic
unit (AI , U). This accumulation comprises the filter output , which is then
loaded into the chrominance compression buffer. Although the final coefficients selected will not cause saturation , it should he noted that the AEU/
accumulator has hard-limiting overflow protection to prevent the severe
distortion caused by arithmetic rollover.
As shown in Figure 4. the video samples of the N -MAC' waveform are
converted again to an analog form by a D/A converter , aperture-corrected,
and low-pass filtered by a 5.6-MIIz elliptic filter . The signal from the filter
output is then passed through a preemphasis network in preparation for
transmission over an FM modem link. The four audio channels are first
encoded using off-the - shelf delta-mod modules. They are then modulo-2
added hit by bit to a PIN sequence or "scrambling code.'' and finally buffered
into a first- in first-out ( FIFO) memory for a whole line of 21 hits. The FIFO
buffer output is read out at 14.3 MHz and grouped into 2 -bit symbols, Grayencoded, and converted into a four -level ASK signal. Additional security and
control hits are handled in the same way.
The four-level ASK signal is filtered by an 8-MHz. four -pole Butterworth
filter and time- multiplexed in the analog form with the prcemphasized video.
Note that this multiplexing function consists of simply adding the two
waveforms . as long as the idle channel is forced to a midscale value during
its idle period . Also, the digital data waveform is multiplexed with the
precmphasized video without emphasis, because COMSAT's experiments
have indicated that preemphasis of the digital data waveforms leads to poor
HER performance.
The composite baseband waveform is normally sent to an FM modulator
for transmission over a satellite link. The same portion of the waveform that
is used for DC restoration at the receiver was used at the FM modulator to
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achieve a Dc-coupled effect. This is required in order to prevent the rM
carrier from drifting during the data portion of the waveform due to the video
content of the waveform. Omission of this Dc coupling would result in
temporary overdeviation of the rM carrier during scene changes and a
wandering" of the optimum data decision threshold at the receiver.
The transmit processor is partitioned into the following circuit boards:
• Video interface and matrix
• Anti-aliasing filters and AT) converters
• Digital signal processor
• DMA output encoder, filter, preemphasis, and analog multiplexer
• Audio encoder
• Four-level ASK modulator and data filter
• Transmit phase-locked loop.
Figure 6 is a functional block diagram of the receive BPU. The received
N-MAC waveform first passes through the front-end electronics, which clamps
the waveform to a specified DC level and adjusts the peak-to-peak signal to
a specified level. The waveform is then fed into two separate paths: the video
path and the data path. The front-end electronics are necessary to ensure that
the four-level ASK data are optimally detected and that the received video
waveform makes maximum use (i.e., achieves maximum dynamic range and
S/N) of the A/D converter which subsequently digitizes it.
The data path is first filtered by a 4-MHz. four-pole Butterworth I.PF for
noise reduction, and then demodulated by the four-level ASK demodulator.
The demodulator uses the synchronization waveform to recover the clock.
The receiver time base is based on a 14.3-MHz clock, which is phase-locked
to the 3.58-MIIz burst in the synchronization waveform. The demodulator
also detects a horizontal unique word in the synchronization segment of the
digital transmission in order to derive a horizontal timing reference for the
timing and control electronics. During initial acquisition, horizontal synchronization is established prior to vertical synchronization. Vertical synchronization can then he more rapidly acquired by recognizing a vertical unique
word in the first line of the vertical blanking interval.
The digital and audio data are demodulated by sampling the baseband data
waveform, comparing the samples against three reference levels, and Graydecoding the results. These demodulated data are then demultiplexed into
separate FIFO expansion buffers for rate conversion. The typical receiver will
have two audio stereo channels, even though four high-quality channels are
available. Only selected channels will he buffered and delta-mod decoded.
A separate low-speed data stream that contains security and control information
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This control bus also provides for addressing the RAM in any of the possible
scrambling modes under the control of a pseudorandom number (EN) sequence
from a security subsystem. In the engineering model, the PN sequence is
used to select/address a programmable read-only memory (PROM) which
generates the selected address sequence.
The lower portion of Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of the chrominance
processing hardware. Basically, both chrominance components are loaded
into a four-line circular buffer memory at an input rate off ,. However, the
input memory, together with the following vertical filter components, are
clocked at a 3f„ rate to permit the three-tap vertical filter to function at the
(,, rate. The input buffer and the following vertical filter could he considered
as a simple state-machine which takes every input sample and the corresponding samples from the two previous video lines, passes them through a
PROM-based multiplier, and accumulates the result in the arithmetic logic
unit (AEU). This accumulation comprises the filter output, which is then
loaded into the chrominance compression buffer. Although the final coefficients selected will not cause saturation, it should he noted that the ALu/
accumulator has hard-limiting overflow protection to prevent the severe
distortion caused by arithmetic rollover.
As shown in Figure 4, the video samples of the N-MA( waveform are
converted again to an analog form by a DIA converter, aperture-corrected,
and low-pass filtered by a 5.6-MHz elliptic filter. The signal from the filter
output is then passed through a preemphasis network in preparation for
transmission over an FM modem link. The four audio channels are first
encoded using off-the-shelf delta-mod modules. They are then modulo-2
added hit by bit to a PN sequence or "scrambling code," and finally buffered
into a first-in first-out (FIFO) memory for a whole line of 21 bits. The FIFO
buffer output is read out at 14.3 MHz and grouped into 2-bit symbols. Grayencoded, and converted into a four-level ASK signal. Additional security and
control bits are handled in the same way.
The four-level ASK signal is filtered by an 8-MHz, four-pole Butterworth
filter and time-multiplexed in the analog form with the preemphasized video.
Note that this multiplexing function consists of simply adding the two
waveforms, as long as the idle channel is forced to a midscale value during
its idle period. Also, the digital data waveform is multiplexed with the
preemphasized video without emphasis, because COMSAT's experiments
have indicated that preemphasis of the digital data waveforms leads to poor
BER performance.
The composite basehand waveform is normally sent to an FM modulator
for transmission over a satellite link. The sane portion of the waveform that
is used for Dc restoration at the receiver was used at the FM modulator to
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achieve a DC-coupled effect. This is required in order to prevent the FM
cattier from drifting during the data portion of the waveform due to the video
content of the waveform. Omission of this DC coupling would result in
temporary overdeviation of the FM carrier during scene changes and a
"wandering" of the optimum data decision threshold at the receiver.
The transmit processor is partitioned into the following circuit boards:
• Video interface and matrix
• Anti-aliasing filters and AD converters
• Digital signal processor
• o/A output encoder, filter. preemphasis, and analog multiplexer
• Audio encoder
• Four-level ASK modulator and data filter
• Transmit phase-locked loop.
Figure 6 is a functional block diagram of the receive BPU. The received
N-MAC waveform first passes through the front-end electronics, which clamps
the waveform to a specified DC level and adjusts the peak-to-peak signal to
a specified level. The waveform is then fed into two separate paths: the video
path and the data path. The front-end electronics are necessary to ensure that
the four-level ASK data are optimally detected and that the received video
waveform makes maximum use (i.e., achieves maximum dynamic range and
S/N) of the AID converter which subsequently digitizes it.
The data path is first filtered by a 4-MHz, four-pole Butterworth err for
noise reduction, and then demodulated by the four-level ASK demodulator.
The demodulator uses the synchronization waveform to recover the clock.
The receiver time base is based on a 14.3-MHz clock, which is phase-locked
to the 3.58-MHz burst in the synchronization waveform. The demodulator
also detects a horizontal unique word in the synchronization segment of the
digital transmission in order to derive a horizontal timing reference for the
timing and control electronics. During initial acquisition, horizontal synchronization is established prior to vertical synchronization. Vertical synchronization can then he more rapidly acquired by recognizing a vertical unique
word in the first line of the vertical blanking interval.
The digital and audio data are demodulated by sampling the haseband data
waveform, comparing the samples against three reference levels, and Graydecoding the results. These demodulated data are then demultiplexed into
separate FIFO expansion buffers for rate conversion. The typical receiver will
have two audio stereo channels, even though four high-quality channels are
available. Only selected channels will be buffered and delta-mod decoded.
A separate low-speed data stream that contains security and control information
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is also demultiplexed. The receive security/decryption electronics uses this
control information to regenerate the original rN sequence data needed to
descramble the audio and video.
The video path is first deemphasized and low-pass filtered to 5.6 MHz to
maximize the received S/N. The waveform is then sampled and quantized to
8 bits at 14.3 MHz. With proper synchronization, the v and wv portions of
the MAC waveform are written into two separate time-expansion buffer
memories. The v expansion buffer is then read at the 10.7-MHz rate, ])'Aconverted to analog form, aperture-corrected, and low-pass filtered to
4.2 MHz. The uiv buffer is read at 3.58 MHz into a n/A converter, apertureequalized, and filtered at 1.25 MHz. The missing ehrominanee component
is generated by the interpolator electronics and transmitted along a path
identical to that of the received component. All three video components are
passed through an inverse matrix to regenerate an approximation of the
original Res video components.
Figure 7 illustrates the digital signal processing of the video component
data streams in greater detail. First, the component is written to, and read
from, a simple two-line ping-pong expansion memory with no processing
other than the rate change. The single N-MAC input bus and the single Write
Address bus illustrate a simple demultiplexing requirement in f DM systems.
The Write Address bus must be sequenced in the same manner in which the
Read Address was sequenced at the transmitter.
For wv processing, the engineering model uses a simple one-line pingpong expansion buffer and a two-line interpolation buffer. The same design
used at the transmitter is used here: that is, all signals after the expansion
buffer are read at the 10.7-MHz rate to yield a simple state-machine
implementation. In every 3f clock periods, one of the last-received chrominanee components is sent to the output, and the other missing component is
interpolated. Note that a single interpolator is used in the implementation,
and simple registers are used as switches to time-share the interpolator
between the two channels.
The receive nru of the engineering model is partitioned into the following
circuit hoards:

LL

• N-MAC input interface

• Input filter and Am converter
• Digital video signal processor
• Three 1) /A converters with reconstruction filters
• vcvRCS output matrix
• Data demodulator with filters and clock recovery
• Delta-mod decoders.
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Filtering delays within the system are compensated for digitally to within
one 14.32-MHz sample. The longest delay within the system occurs during
chrominance vertical filtering and interpolation. To minimize receiver complexity, this delay is preequalized at the transmit side.
The design of anti-aliasing filters for the chrominance channel also required
special care. With a sampling frequency of 3.58 MHz and a chrominance
bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, the filter must have reasonably sharp transition
response. Elliptic filters, which have good passband ripple and sharp cutoff
characteristics, produce excessive ringing that results in subjectively objectionable pictures. Gaussian filters, which have good impulse response, do
not have the desired rolloff characteristics. A transitional filter that combines
a Gaussian response in the passband and a Chehychev response in the
stophand was selected and used effectively. The amplitude and group delay
characteristics of this filter are shown in Figure 8.
The combination of an 8-MHz Butterworth filter at the transmit end and
a 4-MI Iz Butterworth filter at the receive end was found to give the best uiR
performance for the ASK/FM signal among the class of Butterworth filters
tested. To avoid the complexity of the extra filter, an experiment following
completion of the engineering model demonstrated the feasibility of bypassing
the 4-MHz data filter and relying completely on the 5.6-MHz elliptic filter
for noise rejection, at the expense of slightly increased BER.
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Objective and subjective measurements were performed to evaluate the
performance of N-MAC and the accuracy of the analytical model. Objective
measurements included measurements of video S/N, frequency and delay
response, linearity, component gain inequality, and delay inequality. Of
these, only the video S/N is reported and discussed here.
The subjective measurements covered included quality rating and spectral
truncation visibility tests, which entailed variation of C/N and deviation. The
N-MAC transmit end was connected to the receive end through a 70-MI Iz IF
link. The hasehand signal was FM-modulated and combined with AWCN
before being passed through a receive filter with noise bandwidth of 24 MHz.
Be filtered signal was then demodulated by a laboratory-quality limiterdiscriminator before entering the N-MAC receive end. Figure 9 shows the test
setup. It is assumed that the receive it filter is the most severely bandlimiting filter in the system. The effects of satellite nonlincarity, other
transmission impairments. and the cascading of filters are not considered
here.
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Table I presents the measured weighted S/N as a function of C/N. The
S/N is limited to 59 dB by the 8-bit quantization, as predicted. It is interesting
to note that the chrominance signals experience vertical filtering and interpolation. Consequently, the interpolated lines of u and v generally exhibit
3-dB better S/N than the directly received lines. Thus. two values are given
for each It and v measurement. If the averaging effect of human vision is
considered, the weighted S/N of the luminance and chrominance channels
differs by about 0.25 dB.
TABU 1. WFIGHTIID S/N MFASURID FOR I HL LUMINANCE

TABLE 2. TCsr silos AND Nu%un:R OI' SESSIONS
USED IN IIIL SUIO LCI I\ T, TESTS
QCAIIIT Fun( ON
RATING VISI1IIIIT)

IT sl Sllnl's

Solnicl 112 SISSION9) (8 SIss10NS)

Girl in Green Dress SMPII 14
Beach Scone SMPTE I I
Toys and Blackboard Phillips
Basket of Fruit Phillips
Clown in Mirror EBLI6
Foals EBU2

x

AND CHROMINANCI'I SIGNAL Wrru 25-MHz IF
BANDWIDTH AND 4-dB OVERDEVIAIION
CI IROMINAN('11 S/N On)

4
6
8
1o
I2
14
16
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20

(dB)
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45
47
49
51
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Subjective tests were also conducted using the same test setup. The
following five-point rating scale from CCIR Recommendation 500 was used:
Grade 5.
Grade 4.
Grade 3.
Grade 2.
Grade /.

Imperceptible
Barely perceptible
Perceptible but not annoying
Annoying
Very annoying

The reference picture was a component television signal from a high-quality
film scanner, with the luminance and chrominance signals bandwidth-limited
to 4.2 and 2.1 MHz, respectively.
Tests designed to rate quality as a function of C/N and truncation noise
visibility are performed at a viewing distance of six times the picture height.

Table 2 summarizes the test slides used and the number of sessions conducted
for each test. Each session consisted of sixty 10-second steps, with a 10second separation between steps. Each session was observed by up to five
viewers.

In the quality rating tests (Figure 10), the C/N ranged from 4 to 16 dB in
3-dB steps, and the FM deviation was 3, 5. and 7 dB over the Carson's rule
deviation of 6.4 MHz in a Carson's rule bandwidth of 25 MHz with maximum
baschand frequency of 5.6 MHz. The truncation noise visibility tests (Figure
11) were conducted with C/N set at either 9 or 14 dB. The overdeviation
was 2 to 10 dB in 2-dB steps.
Based on the test results it can be concluded that, under the link parameters
selected, the subjective quality at this viewing distance is basically dominated
by the amount of impulse noise, rather than thermal noise. Therefore, a
grade of 3.5 (50 percent of the observers considered the distortion barely
perceptible, and the other 50 percent considered it perceptible but not
annoying) is achieved at a C/N of 9 dB, which occurs at the onset of impulse
noise for the particular FM demodulator used in the test. It was also observed
that a large amount of overdeviation (up to 6 dB) is acceptable for typical
picture material such as that used in the tests. This is because the baschand
spectrum of the N-MAC signal typically contains very little high-frequency
information.
Caution must be exercised in applying these results, particularly with
regard to overdeviation. When critical test signals such as multiburst were
used, considerable quality degradation was discerned by trained observers at
3- to 4-dB overdeviation. Large amounts of overdeviation may also cause
multipath impairment due to signal leak through adjacent transponders and
hack [5], which may prove to be the limiting factor in practical operations.
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Conclusions

5

The suitability and performance of the N-MAC transmission format have
been successfully demonstrated using an engineering model. The 4:3 and 4:1
compression ratios for the luminance and chrominance signals, respectively.
provided balanced S/N in the PM channel. Tests with the engineering model
showed that the MAC format can tolerate greater overdeviation than NTSC,
thus compensating for some of the S/N loss due to time compression. The
four-level ASK/FM technique provided four high-quality program audio
channels and other audio or data channels during the horizontal blanking
interval. The digital synchronization is capable of maintaining synchronization
at a C/N of about 0 dB. Because of the relatively shallow preemphasis and
deemphasis used, the subjective performance of the video and audio is
acceptable for a wide range of C/N below the FM threshold.
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Figure 10. Results of Subjective Qualin Tests
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Abstract
An algorithm employing it notion-adaptive, three-dimensional comb filter for the
suppression of luminancc-chrominance crosstalk in NTSC-encoded video signals is
presented. The filter, which consists of a (notion-adaptive temporal comb for the
static portions of the frame and a two-dimensional spatial comb for the time-varying
portions of the frame, results in increased luminance bandwidth and greater luminancechrominance separation than can be achieved with conventional comb filter designs.
The proposed algorithm may be used to improve standard NTSC television transmission, or as part of it scheme by which high-definition television Quay) can he
transmitted via an NTSC-compatible channel. The design principles were confirmed
by computer simulation,

llttroduc/ on
The current U.S. broadcast standard was adopted by the National Television
System Committee (NTSC ) in 1953 to provide for the transmission of color
television pictures while maintaining compatibility with the existing monochrome standard . The major problem facing video engineers at that time was
how to transmit the approximately 2 MHz of color information necessary,
along with 4 MHz of luminance information , and still meet the design criteria
of compatibility and a 4 - MHz total channel allocation . The result was a
27
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3.58 42
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Figure 1. NTSC Band-Shared Transmission Spectrum
system in which chrominance and luminance information share the portion
of the frequency spectrum from approximately 2 MHz to the band edge at
4 MHz, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This standard calls for the color difference signals to he quadrature
amplitude modulated (QAM) about a suppressed subcarrier placed high in the
luminance (or brightness) spectrum Ill. The use of color difference signals
(which describe the difference between a color image and a monochrome
image of the same brightness) with the suppressed subcarrier causes the
suhcarrier to exhibit the very desirable trait of disappearing in areas of pastel
or neutral gray colors. The subcarrier chosen (3.579545 MHz) is an odd
(455th) harmonic of one-half the line frequency. This causes the subcarrier
phase to invert from one line to the next. As a result, the subcarrier appears
as a barely visible checkerboard pattern on black-and-white monitors.
In theory, the spectral distribution of the luminance signal is much greater
near harmon ics of the line frequency [21. Therefore, by placing the chrominance
information in the region between these cusps (as shown in Figure 2), less of
the luminance information is lost. NTSC encoding relies heavily on this
principle, and simply modulates the chrominance information about the
chrominance subcarrier and adds it to the luminance information, regardless
of the spectral distribution of the luminance signal.

Figure 3 is a two-dimensional representation of the NTSC-encodcd spectrum
equivalent to the one-dimensional representation in Figure I. Note that the
chrominance suhcarrier is at one-half the line frequency vertically, since it
alternates its phase in each line. On the receive side, the chrominance
information is removed by using either a simple notch filter or a twodimensional filter commonly called a comb filter. The comb filter attempts
to differentiate between the chrominancc information placed about the odd
multiples of one-half the line frequency, and the luminance centered about
the even multiples.
Unfortunately, this band-sharing scheme leads to artifacts in the decoded
color television signal. The presence of luminance in the areas specified for
chrominance results in luminance information being incorrectly decoded as
chrominance. This produces an artifact known as cross-chrominance, an
effect often seen as a rainbow pattern in areas of high spatial frequency.
Furthermore, the separation of the luminance at the receive side is not perfect
because of hardware constraints placed on the filters. Typical NTSC sets use
a simple notch filter which causes severe loss of luminance information near
the color subcarrier. Use of a two-dimensional comb filter alleviates this
problem somewhat, but loss of luminance resolution is unavoidable due to
limitations on implementation complexity. As a result of this incomplete
separation, portions of the chrominance signal can spill over into the decoded
luminance, causing an artifact known as cross-luminance or dot-crawl.
A proposed improvement to this system involves "precombing," or
removing those areas of the luminance that could be decoded as chrominance
from the signal prior to adding the modulated chrominance 141. This effectively
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Figure 2. Frequency Interleaving Near the Chrominance Subearrie
(based on Figure 2 of Reference 3)
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Figure 3. NTSC Two-Dimensional Spectrum
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reduces the cross-luminance and cross-chrominance artifacts; however, the
luminance bandwidth is necessarily limited in areas of high spatial frequencies.
The algorithm described here proposes to use the third, or temporal,
dimension to eliminate cross-luminance and cross-ehrominance artifacts
without sacrificing the important elements of the high spatial frequencies.
System concept

This temporal filtering approach yields optimum decoding in still pictures;
however, in pictures containing motion (high temporal frequencies) the frames
being averaged are not correlated, which results in serious errors in the
decoded signals. Therefore, a motion-adaptive scheme which uses a temporal
filter during still portions of the picture, and a more conventional twodimensional spatial comb filter and transmit-side precomb during moving
portions of the picture, must be implemented.
'1'raosmil processing

Any video picture can be thought of as having resolution in three dimensions:
horizontal, vertical, and temporal. The basic system concept presented here
uses the temporal dimension to separate the luminance and chrominance
during the still portions of the picture (areas of low temporal frequency), and
by doing so allows the entire spatial frequency domain to be used for
luminance information.
The NTSC chrominance suhcarrier is characteristically high in frequency
in the horizontal dimension (188 cycles per picture width), high in the vertical
dimension (the subcarricr phase inverts on each line-this is in fact the
Nyquist frequency in a sampled data system), and high in the temporal
dimension (again, the suhcarrier phase inverts from frame to frame). During
still pictures, the modulated chrominance information can be thought of as
occupying a single corner of the picture's three-dimensional frequency space,
as indicated in Figure 4. In areas of low temporal frequency, complete
luminance-chrominance separation can be achieved without loss of spatial
resolution simply by applying a temporal low-pass filter to the received signal
151. In fact, a two-tap temporal low-pass finite impulse response (FIR) filter
can he implemented by computing the mean of the current frame and its
predecessor.
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Figure 4. Three-Dimensional Spectrum

The transmit processor can be thought of as two separate comb filters: one
for still portions of the frame and one for moving portions. These two types
of filters are multiplexed on a pixel-by-pixel basis, dependent upon a motion
detector capable of predicting the temporal spectral content of the local video
scene. This concept is illustrated in Figure 5.
The purpose of the transmit-side motion comb filter is to attenuate the
luminance signal in areas of high diagonal resolution and thus avoid crosstalk
with the modulated chrominance. This process is implemented as a seventap horizontal high-pass FIR filter in series with a five-tap vertical high-pass
FIR filter. The result is then subtracted from the original signal. This process
is known as prcconihing and results in lower luminance resolution at high
spatial frequencies.
Preconibing is necessary only during moving portions of the picture,
because temporal processing completely removes any crosstalk in the still
portions. In either case, the chrominance is hand-limited in both the horizontal
and vertical dimensions and modulated about the chrominance suhcarrier
frequency.
Since two types of processing are employed, an intelligent means of
determining which to use at any particular time must be devised. A motion
detector, which consists of a temporal high-pass filter and a digital comparator,
will control the two multiplexed transmit preprocessors. A two-tap temporal
high-pass filter can be realized by simply subtracting the current frame from
its predecessor on a pixel-by-pixel basis, The absolute value of this difference
is then compared with an empirically determined threshold. Differences that
exceed this threshold are deemed moving; the remainder are deemed still. If
a moving pixel is said to be still, multiple edges of an image may result. If
a still pixel is said to be moving, some reduction of diagonal resolution may
result, causing loss of picture details that contain the high frequency in both
the horizontal and vertical directions. Since the artifacts caused by the former
case are more severe, the threshold is skewed toward motion. Even so,
experiments have shown that a typical frame contains three tines as many
still pixels as moving ones [6].
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The spectrum of the multiplexed luminance, as shown in Figure 6, now
contains full spatial resolution in areas of low temporal frequency and is
band-limited only in those areas where temporal resolution must he maintained.
Naturally there is some loss of diagonal resolution in these areas; however.
the human visual system is less sensitive to this loss during moving scenes.
The chrominance, owing to its already narrow bandwidth, is simply handlimited without regard to its motion content, modulated about the chrominance
subcarrier, and added to the preeombed luminance. This produces a completely
compatible NTSC signal.

VERTICAL
AXIS

TEMPORAL
AXIS
MODULATED
CHROMINANCE

HORIZONTAL
AXIS

V

0 ALL PIXELS O STILL PIXELS

I

• MOVING PIXELS

Figure 6. "Three-Dimensional Transmission Spectrum
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The receive processor architecture is similar to that of the transmit processor.
The concept is the same: two comb filters are used-one for the still portions
of the frame and a second for the moving portion. A motion detector controls
the switching on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Figure 7 is a block diagram of the
receive processor.
The received NTSC signal is presented to both comb filters. The temporal
comb filter for "stills" is Simply a two-tap temporal low-pass filter. The
current frame is averaged with its predecessor, and the output is the still
luminance. This output is subtracted from the received signal to obtain the
still chrominance.
The comb filter for moving samples is a two-dimensional, high-frequency,
band-stop filter. As before, this filter is implemented as two high-pass FIR
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filters in series whose output is the moving chrominance. Subtracting this
output from the received NTSC signal yields the moving luminance.
To avoid the need to transmit overhead information to control the switching
of the receive comb filter multiplexer, the motion detector must predict the
spectral content of the signal based on the received signal only. To accomplish
this, the decoded moving luminance is also directed to the temporal highpass filter and digital comparator of the motion detector. Because the decoded
moving luminance contains the undesirable artifacts resulting from traditional
NTSC comb filter decoding (i.e., cross-luminance), a horizontal low-pass
filter must be implemented prior to the temporal high-pass filter. Again, the
motion detector is skewed toward motion to eliminate serious temporal
artifacts.
Computer simulations indicate that two-tap temporal filters are sufficient
in all cases discussed here. Therefore, only two frame memories are necessary
for each transmitter and receiver. Given the current state of memory
technology, this is not an unreasonable requirement. Similarly, the horizontal
and vertical filters used to implement the two-dimensional spatial filters are
of seven taps or fewer. Again, given the current state of technology, these
filters can he realized in hardware with very few large-scale integrated (tsl)
circuits.
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The simulation was performed in COMSAT Laboratories' Programmable
Image Processing Facility. This facility is a minicomputer-controlled mass
storage device capable of synchronizing to and storing any standard video
input. A complete description of the capabilities of the facility is presented
in the Appendix.
For this experiment, a two-channel configuration was used. The luminance
signal (Y) was sampled at 14.31818 MHz, exactly four times the NTSC
subcarrier frequency. The chrominance occupied the second channel. Two
color difference signals (R-Y and B-Y) were each sampled at twice the
subcalrier frequency and interleaved to form a single 14-MHz channel. These
sampling frequencies were chosen because they satisfy the Nyquist criterion
and enable NTSC chrominance modulation to be reduced to simply negating
every other color difference sample.
Input video signals were generated from standard test slides using a
wideband red/green/blue (RGB) flying spot scanner and a 525-line KGB camera.
The inputs were converted into luminance and chrominance components and
band-limited. The luminance signal was limited to 4.2 MHz, and each of
the chrominance signals to 1.1 MHz. The video sequences were then digitized
and stored for processing and evaluation.
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A wide variety of sequences representing all types of video content were
processed and evaluated to test the efficacy of each system component
separately and as a unit. Because it is impossible to graphically display these
video sequences on the two-dimensional printed page, a standard color bar
is used to display some of the benefits of this processing technique. Figure 8a
shows a standard color bar signal as it would be displayed using a monitor
capable of accepting component (Y. R-Y, B-Y) inputs, and Figure 8b depicts
a standard color bar display using conventional NTSC encoding and comb
filter decoding techniques. Note the blurring on the edges of the bars,
(particularly the green/magenta transition). This is caused by the incomplete
luminance-chrominance separation inherent in this type of implementation.
Figure Sc represents a standard color bar as it would appear when encoded
and decoded using the adaptive three-dimensional comb filter decoder
described in this paper.
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(a) Component (Y. R-Y BY)
Color Bar Source

Ib) Conventional NTSCEncoded ^Decoded Color Bar

Conclusions
An algorithm has been described which yields greater luminance-chrominance separation than conventional video processing techniques. The result
is greater spatial resolution and the absence of the artifacts previously common
to NTSC video transmission.
This technique may be applied simply to improve conventional NTSC
transmission; however, its greater potential lies as pail of an evolutionary
technique to bring high-definition television (uDrv) into the home. One
proposed application calls for the decoded video signal to be converted to a
525-line, 59.94-Hz sequentially scanned signal that would provide enhanceddefinition television (EDTV), with no increase in transmission bandwidth. A
second proposal calls for the transmission of a second augmentation channel
to afford full fumy, fidelity by providing a I, 125-line, 60-II7, 2: I interlace,
16:9 aspect ratio signal at the output of the receiver.

(c) Adaptive Three-Dimensional
Comb Filter Encoded Decoded
Color Bar
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Appendix . COMSAT Laboratories Programmable
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Image Processing Facility
A programmable image processing facility has been developed at COMSAT
Laboratories to support research and development on ttDTV, EDTV. and
broadcast-quality television. This facility can substantially reduce the time
and resources required to evaluate the effectiveness of various video processing
techniques and algorithms and to optimize design parameters.
The Programmable Image Processing Facility can operate in three basic
modes. First, it can capture up to 100 seconds of real-time component or
composite video from video sources such as television cameras, videotape
recorders, and film scanners. The video sequence is digitized and stored in
digital form. Second, it can address each individual sample stored in the
disks and process it according to the algorithm to be evaluated. The processed
sample is again stored in a separate sequence. Third, upon completion of the
processing, the new sequence can he displayed at real-time speed for subjective
or objective evaluation.
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Architecture

Figure A-I is a functional block diagram of the Programmable Image
Processing Facility. The facility consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) VAX 11/750 computer and three IBIS 1400 disks, with in-housedeveloped hardware for control and interfacing. The selection of the DEC
VAX 11/750 was based on the following considerations:
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a. Software compatibility with previous simulation software developed
in the COMSAT Image Processing Laboratory on a DEC PDR 11 44
computer.
b. Capability of handling a high-speed tape drive backup for mass
storage.
c. Availability of a large pool of vnx-based system and applications
software.
The IBIS 1400 disks were selected because of their high storage capacity,
and even more importantly their high data transfer rate. Each disk has
1,400 Mbytes of unformatted capacity. or 1.219 Mbytes of formatted storage.
The burst transfer rate is 20 Mbyte/s, and the continuous transfer rate is
about 10 Mbyte/s. The random data error rate is kept under 10-1' by a builtin error correction codec.
Because the three IBIS disks are interfaced to the VAX 11/750 through the
DEC Masshus, the computer considers the disks as part of its mass storage
peripheral. The Masshus has a transfer rate of 2 Mbyte/s; therefore, it will
not be a bottleneck during data processing or data transfer operations such
as disk loading or backup.
The in-house-developed hardware includes video interfaces, video memories, and disk controllers. The equipment is housed in a small 19-in. rack
and can generally he divided into three separate channels with a common
video interface.
The facility generally accepts video in the tell, green, blue, and sync
(RUBS) component format. A crystal-based phase-locked loop (I'u.) is used
to synchronize the internal time base with the external synchronization. If it
is desired to store the video in the luminance (Y) and color difference (R-Y
and u-Y) format. an optional RUB-to-(Y. R-v. B Y) matrix and its inverse are
available, unless the signal is already in the (Y, R-Y. B-Y) format.
Each channel consists of a disk controller, a video memory, an analog-todigital (AID) converter, and a digital-to-analog (D,A) converter. The disk
controller converts the commands from the VAX to instructions that are
acceptable by the IBIS disk and returns the status of the disk to the VAX
operating system. It also provides temporary storage for data transfer
operations between the VAX and the IBIS disk. During sequence capture, the
video memory serves as temporary storage for the continuous video input
before it is loaded to the disk at a fixed burst rate. Similarly. during sequence
display, the video memory is used as a rate-conversion buffer to convert the
fixed-burst-rate disk output to continuous video. The memory also compensates for any discrepancy in response time among the three IBIS disks. Thus,
synchronization among the three video signals is ensured.

CapaUililies and operating modes

The facility is capable of accepting broadcast-quality television. EDTV, or
HDTV signals in either RUB or (v, R-Y, R-Y) format. Composite NTSC format
can also be accepted by using only one of the video channels. This flexibility
is achieved by inherent programmability in the hardware.
Two built-in voltage-controlled crystal oscillators can be selected to generate
the basic sampling frequency and internal time base. The first group generates
frequencies at 3. 4, 6, 8, and 12 times the NYS(' color subcan'ier frequency.
The second group generates frequencies at 1, 2, 3. and 4 times 13.5 MHz.
The 13.5 MHz frequency is often considered as the standard sampling
frequency for digital television. Additional sampling rates can be arranged
by using a different crystal oscillator. By selecting the proper horizontal and
vertical counts, rasters of all television formats of interest can be generated.
The highest sampling frequency of the system is 54 MHz, which is limited
by the speed of the AID convener and control logic.
The average data transfer rate of the IBIS disks is half of the 20-Mbyte/s
burst data rate. In reality, the continuous throughput of the disks is further
limited by the average track-to-track access time of 2.5 ms, and a maximum
of 9.2-Mbyte/s is achieved. This maximum speed is lower than the desirable
sampling rate of the video signals of interest. To circumvent this limitation,
only a portion of the video raster (as shown in Figure A-2) is stored in the
disks. The position and size of the window can he defined by the computer
prior to sequence capture. Four parameters are required. Two values define
the window location: vertical window start and horizontal window start. The
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START
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WINDOW
START

T
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SIZE

Figure A-2. Four Parameters Defining the Size and
Position of the Picture Area to he Stored
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other two values define the vertical window size and horizontal window site.
Thus, any signal with any sampling rate acceptable to the video memory can
be store in ROB form in the three disks. The differences he in the size of the
window.
For a normal broadcast signal with sampling frequencies of 13.5 or
14.3 MHz, the window is only slightly smaller than that of normal active
video. However, for signals sampled at higher frequencies, the window can
be considerably smaller than the normal screen. Therefore, a 2:1 multiplexer/
demultiplexer is incorporated in the video channels to demultiplex the
luminance signal into two channels, multiplex the two chrominanee signals
into one channel, and store them to the three IBIS disks. This approach
effectively doubles the window area for high-resolution signals stored in (y,
R-Y, B-Y) format.

Each video memory is based on 128 256K dynamic random-access
memory (DRAM) chips. These DRAMs are organized into eight-chip,
256-kbyte, single in-line packages (sips) to conserve board space. Sixteen
sip, are multiplexed to reduce the effective cycle time for read or write from
250 to 15.6 ns. The effective read or write operation can he executed at a
maximum of 64 MHz. However, since the IBIS disk has a 20-MHz burst
rate asynchronous to the memory cycle, the continuous throughput of the
video memory during read and write operation is expected to be less than
the maximum allowed for synchronous operation. The system has been
successfully tested at 27 MHz for each channel. This is sufficient for tnrrv
operation at a 54-MIIz sampling rate using the 2:1 multiplexing scherne
described previously.
Each video memory has 4.19 Mbytes of capacity, which is more than
sufficient to store 24 fields of video at 166 kbytes per field for each channel.
Therefore, it is possible to store a short motion scene in the video memory
for continuous display. This important feature quickly eliminates most of the
problematic processing algorithms.
The video memory also supports lull-screen display if desired. The number
of fields stored in this mode will depend on the sampling frequency.
Image processing software development is a continuing part of COMSAT's
research and development effort. The following is a partial list of the existing
software library:
• Color bar generator
• Differential pulse-code modulation (DPcx)
• Vector DPCM and quantization
• Adaptive vector DPCM and quantization
• Two-dimensional discrete cosine transform
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• Adaptive discrete cosine transform
• Multiplexed analog component processing
• Line and field comb filters
• Component-to-N TSC. conversion
• Two-dimensional FIR filters
• Motion detection and analysis
• Time-multiplexed analog television
Six types of commands are available. Commands to support real-time
storage to the IBIS disk, real-time display from the disk, and data transfer
from disk to VAX and from VAX to disk arc necessary for the basic operation
of the facility. To support operations involving only the video memory,
commands for real-time storage to the video memory and real-time display
from the video memory are also implemented.
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Statistical determination of test
carrier levels for passive
intermodulation testing
M. H. ABDtil .A7.1Z AND A. E. A'rIA
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Abstract
When a single antenna is used to perform both the transmit and receive lunctions
in multicarrier communications satellite systems. passive intermodulation products
can be it serious problem if they fall within the receive hand. Vigorous testing is
necessary to determine if such a problem exists and to ensure the adequacy of the
system. When the operational system has a large number of carriers. it is desirable
to determine a testing methodology that uses fewer carriers (e.g., two), and carrier
levels which provide conditions equivalent to the worst-case operating conditions.
Three such methodologies are described. including it new rigorous approach based
on statistical analyses. Theoretical and numerical results are presented which demonstrate how the new method can he used to determine carrier test levels that more
closely approximate realistic test conditions than do existing methods such as the
total equivalent power method and the peak field (or voltage) method.

Introduction
Many microwave communications systems, especially those involving
satellites, use a common antenna aperture for both the receive and transmit
functions. For multicarrier operation, it is known that passive intermodulation
products (PIMs) can he generated in a number of ways within components of
the system that contain contacts of similar or dissimilar metals I11-141.
Frequency plans for communications systems arc normally devised to prevent
intermodulation products of the transmitted signals from falling within the
receiving bands. However, this approach often wastes valuable frequency
45
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spectrum. Thus. system designers often must compromise in frequency
planning by allowing some higher-order intermodulation products of transmitband carriers to fall within some of the receive-band channels. In such cases,
it is necessary to ensure that the levels of any possible PIMs that could
potentially fall within the receive hands are sufficiently low to avoid serious
degradation of the communications system performance.
Vigorous system testing is usually necessary to determine whether the
levels of undesirable intermodulation products falling within the receive
frequency bands are acceptable. Numerous experimental studies have been
performed to determine the nature and levels of rim, generated by the
nonlinear effects caused by contacting faces between similar and dissimilar
metals under a variety of conditions 151,16]. However, when the operational
system has a large number of carriers, system testing under the same operating
conditions is too complicated and expensive in terms of both the instrumentation and time required for tests, and the subsequent interpretation of results.
In such cases, it is desirable to determine a testing methodology which uses
fewer carriers (e.g., two) than the operational system, and which yields
results comparable to those for actual worst-case operating conditions.
This paper first describes the two most common methods for determining
test carrier levels in order to measure PIMs: the total equivalent power method
and the peak field (or voltage) method. The total equivalent power method
uses a lower bound on the testing level to ensure that the test power does
not exceed the total average power of the carriers. The peak field method,
on the other hand, determines the test carrier power based on an upper bound
of the maximum field strength that could exist in the system under operating
conditions. These two methods yield testing levels that are either too optimistic
(low, using the first method) or too pessimistic (high, using the second
method).
A new methodology is then introduced which is based on the statistical
properties of the signals encountered. The test carrier levels are determined
using this approach, and the fact that the PtM is a threshold phenomenon.
First, a threshold is determined according to a specified probability that the
testing field levels exceed a certain value. The test carrier level is then
determined based on that threshold. Consequently, the test levels obtained
by this new approach lie between the levels obtained with the other two
methods. As a special case, results obtained using this method reduce to the
peak field method if the threshold value is chosen to he the maximum field.
The theoretical results presented show that the proposed new methodology
could be used to provide more realistic and reliable testing. The scope of
work under which this investigation was performed did not include experimental verification of the derived results.

Problem definition
Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a typical single-conversion
channelized communications satellite transponder. The transponder consists
of the combined transmit/receive antenna, the receiver, the input multiplexer,
the high-power traveling wave tube amplifiers II W I As), the output multiplexer,
and a diplexing network that separates the transmit and receive signals. The
antenna has a common reflector and a feed system that consists of several
feed elements connected to a beam-forming network (BEN), which provides
the appropriate amplitude and phase weightings required at each feed to form
the transmit and receive shaped beams. The diplexer allows the receive signal
in the receive frequency band to be passed to the receiver from the output
of the BEN, while simultaneously passing the transmit signals in the transmit
frequency band from the output multiplexer's common port only to the
antenna's BEN. The receive system amplifies the received signals in a lownoise amplifier (LNA), and then uses a mixer to down-convert (translate) the
receive band to the transmit frequency hand. The input multiplexer divides
the receive frequency hand into several narrowband channels, each of which
is amplified by a separate power amplifier (usually a IwiA). In such a
channelized system, the rwrns may be driven close to saturation to achieve
higher DC-to-RF efficiency, while avoiding the generation of any intermodulation products among the channelized bands due to the nonlinearities of the
power amplifiers. The output multiplexer recombines the channels so that
they can be fed to, and radiated from, a single antenna.
Although channelization is introduced to avoid the generation of intermodulation products among the channels due to the active devices in the
transponder, the existence of high power in the circuits of the output
multiplexer, the diplexer, and the BEN, and on the surface of the antenna
reflector (all of which are passive devices) could produce Elm, due to the
presence of small nonlinearities, such as the contacts between waveguide
flanges or other contacts between similar or dissimilar metals. If some of
these products have frequencies within the receive frequency band, the
diplexer will permit their passage to the LNA. The levels of these products
may well be above the levels of the desired received signals, and could even
saturate the receiver.
To appreciate the problems involved in this type of transponder, consider
the example given in Figure 2 which shows a typical frequency plan for a
dual-polarized, multibeam, K, band communications satellite transponder. A
simple calculation will show that many 3rd-, 5th-, 9th-, and 25th-order
intermodulation products of several of the transmit channels could exist in
some of the receive channels. For example, the third-order product of transmit
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channels 10 and 14 (2 fl, - (la) would lie within receive channel 12; the
third-order product of transmit channels 12 and 14 (2,f1, - fw) would lie
within receive channel 14, and so forth . These intermodulation products
would be generated in the passive portion of the transponder , since the
carriers generating them are amplified in different amplifiers. The levels of
these potentially harmful products can he relatively high, and could be as
large or larger than the intended receive signals . This is because the power
levels of the carriers near TWTA saturation can be on the order of tens of
watts, while receiver sensitivity is in the picowatt range. Transponder gains
of about 130 to 160 dB are not uncommon. Thus , Pilo levels 160 to 180 dB
below carrier levels can he quite damaging and can swamp the desired
signals.
To ensure adequate PIM levels in satellite transponders under operating
conditions , acceptable levels must first be defined . The levels are usually set
at least several decibels below the level of thermal noise at the input to the
receiver . Once all the transponder nominal parameters and link parameters
are known , it is a simple matter to establish a reasonably safe allowable PIM
level. A method must then he prescribed for testing the completed transponder
to determine if the PIM levels are within the established limits.
Ideally. PIMs should be tested under worst -case operating conditions (for
example, full saturated output power from all TwrA, that operate simultaneously). However, this process can he very complicated and costly in terms
of the instrumentation required , the testing time consumed , and the ability
to determine the worst operating conditions for PlM generation . Thus, it is
highly desirable to develop a testing methodology that does not have the
complications of the actual operating conditions , but yields high confidence
that the measured PIM., are indeed representative of the worst operating
conditions . This paper describes such a testing methodology and compares
various commonly used methodologies.

Modeling the test
To analyze the problem mathematically, a model is defined that represents
the physical phenomena leading to PIWt generation. Consider a passive system,
S, with small nonlinearities such as those encountered at the interfaces
between switches, waveguides, and diplexers due to such factors as dissimilar
materials or small unavoidable amounts of oxidation. This system has N
input carriers, as shown in Figure 3a. Each input carrier is sinusoidal, with
average power P. The instantaneous electric fields (or voltages) at any
specific point within the system due to P; can be represented by
F;(t) = C,VP, sin (w,t + (P,) (I)

INPUTS

OUTPUTS

P 1„
1 1
P 01
2 2

PN ON
(a) Actual Conditions

PIMs
n(o A_ mIMB

(b) Test Conditions

Figure 3. Passive System With Small Nonlinearities
where the C, are constants, and w, and ol), are the angular frequency and
phase, respectively, of the fields (or voltages).
The total field (or voltage) at this point produced by all carriers can he
represented by
F(t) _ E;(1) . (2)
The output of the system will consist of the sum of the carriers attenuated
and phase-shifted by certain amounts . plus a combination of intermodulation
products ( i.e., signals with angular frequencies that are combinations of the
integer sums and differences of the angular frequencies ). These intermodulation products are generated due to small nonlinearities in the system.
As mentioned previously , testing the system to determine the PIM levels
under actual operating conditions can be very complicated and costly . Figure
3h shows a less complicated test condition. In this case. the input to the
system is chosen to he only two carriers of average powers PA and PIT, and
angular frequencies w„ and we. The test measures PIM levels (nw, - tnwa).
The values of P,, and PIT must be determined such that the measured
intermodulation levels in the test case provide an upper bound on the level
of the products under actual operating conditions , with a high degree of
confidence.
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Three statistical methods that can he used to define power levels PA and
F1, are discussed in the following sections. The first two methods-the total
)r voltagge
equivalent power method and the peak field
(( ) method-are based
on classical approaches that consider either the average carrier powers or the
peak fields of the carriers to be independent random variables with different
means and standard deviations. The third method is a novel approach that
considers the total field, E(/) (not the average power of the peak value)
resulting from the superposition of individual fields F;(/) to he a stochastic
process with a sample realization dependent on the phase of each individual
carrier. This allows the selection of test carrier levels which are somewhere
between the levels that result from the first two methods, thus yielding more
realistic test conditions.

Total equivalent power method
In this method, the average powers of the carriers (P) are assumed to he
independent random variables, normally distributed with mean P; and standard
deviation (T;. Consequently, the average powers in the carriers (PA and Pa)
are taken to be equal. and each equals one-half of the total mean power of
all the carriers: that is,

I
P
EA = E13 C! V-

It is commonly assumed that all values of C, are equal to a single constant,
C. The average powers of each of the two carriers in this case would be
given by
PAPn

I 1 I
LE^Eil=4 1\'

Y

(6)

Table I presents a comparison between the level of each carrier obtained
using the total equivalent power method and those obtained with the peak
field method. It is assumed that each of the N carriers has equal power (P,,),
and the level of the carriers (PA) is compared for various values of N. It can
be seen that the two methods are equivalent for N = 2, as expected: however,
for larger values of N, the peak field method provides higher testing levels,
indicating its more stringent and conservative requirements. For example,
for four carriers the peak field method requires testing levels that are 3 dB
higher than with the total equivalent power method.
TABLE. I. COMPARISON OF CARRIER POWER TEST LI1vII.s

I
PA = P11 = - 11 P;

(3)

POWI,R LGVLLI. nY EACH TEST CARRIER IN A

2 i I

TWo-CARRIIR PROUDER If IOR PIM

The standard deviation, o•„ of the total power would be given by

2
9,

or, =

(4)

i-I

This choice corresponds to the most commonly used test conditions and
assumes that the mechanism of PIM generation depends solely on the total
average power in the system.

NUMRFR OF

TO IAI EQUIVAI . FNE

PEAK Fri u)

_ARRIILRS. N

I'oWI,R MErHOII

MFILOD

3
4
5
6
7
8

/'„
1.5 P,
2P„
2.5 P.
3 /'„
3.5 P„
4 P„

P.
225P,.
4P,,
6 25 P„
9 P„
12.25/'„
16 P„

Peak field ( or voltage) method

Field time threshold method

This method assumes that the mechanism producing the PIMS is principally
related to the peak value of the fields in the system . The peak fields of the
carriers (C, • \) are again assumed to be independent random variables

Since PIM generation often occurs when signals encounter two dissimilar
materials in contact, it is treated as a threshold phenomenon 171. The
phenomenon happens whenever the instantaneous fields (or voltages) in the
system exceed certain threshold values for a certain percentage of time.
Mathematically, the field-tine threshold method treats the instantaneous
fields of each carrier, E,(t), given by equation (I), as stochastic processes.

normally distributed with mean values of (C, • P,) and standard deviation
C, a;. The test carrier peak fields, FA and EI„ are taken to be equal, with
each equaling one-half of the total average peak field of all carriers : that is,
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The parameters of each field (P, and w) are assumed to be deterministic
constants, and the phases 4', are taken as independent random variables
uniformly distributed over (0, 2' ). Thus, the total field, E(t), in equation
(2) is also, mathematically, a stochastic process. The statistics of this process
must be determined and used to establish the level of testing by using two
equal carriers.
Consider a sample function E(t) from the sample space. This function is
sketched vs time in Figure 4. Over the time interval 7, E(t)j exceeds a
threshold value E, for the intervals t,, h, ..., as shown. The threshold ratio
p(E,) is defined as
p(E,) = Lim l; (7)
T
where t, are the time intervals over which E(t)I exceeds E,,, and NIT, E,) is
the number of these time intervals.
The equivalent testing field value, E, is chosen so that
Pr {p(E,) `- p„} - p,

(8)

Clearly, p(E,) is a random variable whose statistics are determined from
the statistics of E(t). Although in principle the derivations of these statistics
are relatively straightforward, the numerical computations to evaluate the
necessary quantities are quite involved. The following subsection outlines
the analytical process involved in formulating the problem, and presents both
formal and numerical results. A possible alternative approach to the numerical
computation of the statistics is by pure simulation.
Determining the statistics of t(t)

The statistics of E(t) are most easily analyzed in terms of the characteristic
function of the sum of the random variables E,(t). The characteristic function
is defined as
q)(v, t) = E {c)ie"'} (9)
where E {-} is the expected value of the random variable in the parentheses.
Using equation (I). and assuming that the phases (1) are independent random
variables uniformly distributed over (0, 2rr), the characteristic function can
be computed as follows:
I

Q)(v) - E {ejv

where p„ is a chosen ratio (less than unity) and p, is a confidence probability
(usually 0.99 <_ p, < I).

IA,

in (w, t (P)}

N

_

H E {tIvA, sin

(w, t

+<P,)}

(10)

where A; = C\/7. But
E {ewA;

sin (w,,+$J} =

I
tar

ejvA,

(w, I+a) d(x

J„ (vA,)

where J„O is the Besse] function of the first kind and zero order. Thus,
ll?(v) = fJ,(vA,) . (12)

The probability density function of the random variable E(t) is then the
inverse Fourier transform of equation (12): that is,
MV) _ .2 I 1a
Figure 4. Sample Panefion o/ E(t) Over a Time Interval, T

e n"<<P(v)dv

(13)
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Determination of the testing threshold involves the evaluation of the
probability that E(t)I - E,,. This can he obtained by defining Pn,(a) as
PN(a)

Pr{E(r)a}-

be numerically evaluated for different values of the number of carriers, N.
In the following analysis, it is assumed that all individual carriers have the
same levels; that is,
A;=A,,

(nf^(e)ch -

i=1,2,...,N .

(15)

Equation ( 14) then becomes
Thus.
2 sin (vNx)
P;A(A)=-^ V I ✓,, ( v)I"dv
Pr {jE(t)I - E,} = P,(E,)

_ J

where

1 f sin (vE,) "
ar

0

v

(16)

'H.1,IPA,)dv
t

lot* E,>0
(14)

NA,,

(17)

forF,<0

At this point, it can be observed that the process E(t) is a stationary

The integral in equation (16) can he evaluated analytically for N = 1.
The result is

process, hence the characteristic function P. the probability (tensity 1,(v).
and the threshold probability, given in equations (12). (13), and (14),
respectively. are all independent of t. The only relevant parameters of the
process are the number of dilferent frequencies, N. and their amplitudes, A.

The threshold probability can he calculated numerically by evaluating the
integral in equation (14). If all values of A, arc assumed to be equal to A,,.
then the probabilities will be a function of N and A, only. The value of this
probability will be zero for E, < 0, and I for E, > E, where

Numerical evaluation of the probability distribution function is given in the
next section.
To determine the testing level, a threshold probability. P,. must first be
defined. The corresponding value of (E,/E,,;,,) is then determined from the
curve of Pr {JE(t)I <_ E,}. The testing power level is determined as (EjI('').
It is important to note that this level will generally depend on the choice of
P,. For practical purposes, this level will be less than the level obtained with
the peak field method. but greater than that determined from the equivalent
total power method.

PI(x)=0 .v<0
=-sin Ix 0-.c=I

(18)

= 1 x> l

For N > I, the integral has been evaluated numerically, and the results are
shown in Figure 5a for N = I to 20. The same results arc shown in Figure
5b, but enlarged for the values of P,,(r) which lie between 0.8 and I .
To ensure accuracy, the numerical evaluation of the integrals in equation
(16) is carried out as follows. The integration interval o - v < is divided
into three sub-intervals: o - v - e; e < v < Z; and Z < v < Thus,
2 2 2
Pv(x)=-/, + + -11

(19)

where
sin (vNx)

(20)

V
(z sin (vNx)

(21)

V
Numerical results

To find the testing level for any number of carriers and with any required
threshold probability, the probability function defined in equation (14) must

r (vNx)
13 sin

v

✓„(v)^"dv

(22)
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Integrals 1, and 1, are evaluated by expanding their integrals and finding
bounds on theirs values as functions of e and Z. Integral 1, is evaluated using
standard numerical integration subroutines 181.
For 11, a Taylor series expansion of both the sine function and the Bessel
function are used, as
in (vN.r)
✓„(C)lN (IV

11 -

V

NxJ (1 - N4 + ...)dv (23)
'
=Nxe(I - NE
- + ...)

12

For the error in the evaluation to he less than S, e must be chosen such that
e < (6/Nx).
For 13, a bound can be found by using the inequality sin vNxl < I and
replacing the Besse] function with its asymptotic expansion 191, as

x
(a) For N = 1, 2. _., 20

1 .00
(:, ( 2

N 20

0
) rE:<, ,

2N,[Iv

I = \Tr
\lVZ'
!

0.95

(24)

For this remainder integral to be less than an allowable error 0, Z must be
chosen such that

z 0.90
a

N

1

Conclusions
085

0.80

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

x
( b ) For N

1.0

Three testing methodologies have been presented for predicting DIMS in a
multicarrier system. These methodologies are the total equivalent power
method, the peak field method, and the newly developed field-time threshold
method. The three methods give equivalent power levels for two equal
carriers to he used in testing, and yield PIMS that, in a sense, bound the
operational case. For N equal carriers of power PO each, the three methods
yield two equal test carrier powers of

= 1, 2, . 20 ; 0 . 8 P N X) 1.0
(

Figure 5. hva/ualioa of P,,(x)

(N?) p... (2) P,,. and vx^ P„ .
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In the field-time threshold method, xis determined from a given probability
that the field of the operational carriers does not exceed the level of the test
carrier fields. Graphs were presented that give the distribution function which
can be used to determine x for any probability value and for any number of
carriers, N, between 2 and 20. Compared to the overly optimistic test carrier
levels of (N2) P„ and the overly pessimistic level of (NZ)'P", this new method
N.r

)' P„ that is user-controlled. Depending on the level
2
of confidence required in the test, a user can specify a certain probability,
P,v(x), from which x (and consequently the power level of the test carriers)
can be determined. In the special case where P,v(.v) is chosen to be I. the
N '
value of x is I and the test carrier powers reduce to (N) P0. the same as
yields a test level (
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pp. 25.6.1-25.6.6.
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with the peak field method. 111
The statistical approach presented closely models the physical phenomena
involved in BfM generation. Thus, it is expected that the testing levels
predicted by this method will provide tight bounds for the required carrier
test power.
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Abstract
'the Communications System Planning Model (vsPM) is an interactive computer
program that facilitates the planning of a satellite communications system. The need
for vsI'M stems from the large amount of data involved in the planning process, and
from the desire to examine many system alternatives. The objective of this effort was
to design and implement a package that a system planner would want to use.

The cs'M contains a number of analysis algorithms for evaluating the effective
capacity and cost of satellite communications svstems. In implementing the model,
attention was focused on these algorithms, as well as on the user interface. This
paper describes the software and its user interface, the dala requirements and analysis
algorithms of the model, and softie of its specific applications.

hetrodartion
Extensive planning is necessary in order to establish the parameters of any
new satellite communications system, as well as to effectively maintain and
expand an existing system. Because of the long lead time associated with
satellite procurement, system planners must look many years into the future.
The planning process involves the iterative application of specific traffic
requirements to alternative satellite system configurations and development
scenarios. Planning also entails The evaluation of effective system capacity
and cost. The Communications System Planning Model (CspM) is a computer
Program that was developed to facilitate this planning process.
63
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In using the model, the system planner defines the basic parameters of a
satellite communications system, including earth stations (network nodes),
ocean regions, satellite deployment data, transponder configurations, beam
coverage regions, earth station equipment. and service categories. Traffic
requirements, in the form of traffic matrices, represent the actual or forecast
traffic for each communications service. By editing and manipulating the
system and traffic data, the planner creates system configurations that are
tested for feasibility or analyzed for performance (e.g., effective capacity)
and cost.
The software was implemented on an IBM mainframe using the Graphical
Kernel System (GKS) and is accessed from a standard ( unintelligent ) graphics
terminal. The espM interface incorporates several advanced features normally
associated with software running on an intelligent workstation.
The most obvious contribution of the software is its systems planning
capability, and another important aspect is its user interface. The user interface
was a critical portion of espM because, regardless of the effectiveness of the
underlying algorithms, they are worthless if they are not used. The interface
is addressed first to give a sense of how the interactive system works, before
moving on to a discussion of system requirements and the central concept of
the planning software.

User interface

eventually popularized by the Apple Macintosh computer, uses windows,
dialogs, and scroll bars, as well as other direct manipulation features. Figure I
is an example of a esl'M screen. New software based on Massachusetts
Institute of Technology's X-Window follows a similar windowing interface
style. These interfaces rely on hardware that supports bit-mapped graphics,
and thus are most common on personal computers and workstations. But
even with a standard terminal and a primitive graphics package, many of the
advanced features can be implemented effectively if the software is properly
designed.
The csPM user interface incorporates features such as multiple screens,
pop-up dialogs, scroll bars, drop-down menus, control buttons, and editable
fields. The interface is primarily "modelers," with the exception of dialogs
and alerts. A modelers interface allows the user to move freely around CSI'M
and select options from menus, controls on the screen, or fields to edit. This
type of interface is important because it gives control to the user, and not
the software. This freedom also presents a special problem in terms of
managing the interface because the software must be ready to accept and
handle any of these options at all times.
One problem which was encountered in using an output device that was
not bit-mapped was the need to "refresh" the entire screen when removing
File

The user environment at COMSAT consisted of an IBM mainframe
computer with standard graphics terminals. The use of a standard environment
did not reduce the emphasis on the user interface, because it was recognized
that the success or failure of a project relics heavily on the usability of the
software.

The GKS was used as the basis for the graphical interface. This system
provides graphic primitives and device input routines, but minimal support
for operator interface development. With such a limited set of functions, a
toolbox was needed that could provide additional features. Since no off-theshelf software was available to provide these features for a standard terminal,
the required toolbox was developed during the study. This reusable set of
utilities is available for use in other software development work.
The Pascal language was chosen for implementing CspM. The use of such
standards as OKS, Pascal, and Fortran should reduce the effort required to
transport espM to other environments in the future.
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Interface design

The espM user interface design is based on an emerging "look and feel"
in the software industry [11. This interface style, first used by Xerox and

Figure 1. Example of a CSPM Screen Lavou
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displayed graphics (e.g., messages), as opposed to just "turning off' pixels.
Refreshing was sometimes unavoidable; however, the number of refreshes
was reduced by displaying black rectangles over areas of the screen where
graphics were to be erased. This method proved very effective in optimizing
the performance of esPM.
Managing the interface

Numerous options are available to the esPM user. To manage this flexibility
and still produce readable code. an event-driven design was selected. An
event-driven interface requires a central point of control. With few exceptions,
all user inputs flow through an event manager and are passed out to the
"objects" that handle them. Conceptually, the objects are the screens,
dialogs, and menus, which are represented internally by procedures that
handle their related events. Events are passed between objects by means of
event queues. Although an event manager is usually associated with objectoriented languages, esPM demonstrates that it (and other object-oriented
techniques) can be successfully implemented using a procedure-oriented
language such as Pascal.
The most basic event handled is the pressing of the mouse button. The
position of the cursor when the mouse button is pressed is passed through
the hierarchy of objects until it reaches one that recognizes it. For example,
a menu object might recognize the position as the selection of a command,
and therefore the menu handler would produce a menu command event and
post it in the event queue. The event would eventually he pulled from the
event queue by the event manager and passed through the hicararchy until
an object recognizes it. Figure 2 illustrates the flow of events through various
objects in esPM.
A screen or dialog recognizes a mouse position only if it falls within the
boundaries defined by its internal representation (see below). By this method,
a screen determines whether a user wants to edit a field, select an option, or
invoke an associated function. When an object recognizes and handles an
event, it does not pass it on to other objects; however. it may create new
events which it places in the event queue for other objects to handle.
Defining screens

Each screen and dialog is described by an associated internal data structure
which contains the locations of fields, buttons, controls, and scroll areas, as
well as the text that is displayed. Utility routines are used to easily create
and describe these features. After defining the structures, the programmer
can use additional utilities to display, erase, and manage these screens and
dialogs.

r a
z

w0

>
w^
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Expansion
Expansion of the model is facilitated by using this object-oriented approach.

The addition of new commands, screens, fields, or dialogs does not affect
the structure of the software. Rather, only the event manager need be made
aware of new objects (e.g., screens), and only an object need he made aware
of the events that it must handle.
Without the event-controlled hierarchical design, each object would have
to know about many other objects. The addition of new objects would affect
all the objects, instead of only the controlling event manager.
Report output
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Ocean Regions

A global satellite communications network, such as the INTELSAT system,
is composed of what can be considered to he independent satellite systems
(e.g., the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian systems illustrated in Figure 3). For
simplicity, csPM considers one independent satellite system at a time when
performing traffic analyses. Each system is called an ocean region. A valid
network model might include only one ocean region representing an entire
communications system. This configuration would he appropriate for a single
satellite system, or for a system whose satellites are visible to all network
nodes.

CSPM generates a variety of output reports, including detailed satellite
system data, equipment inventories. traffic, and analysis results. All output
can optionally be directed to either a disk file or the printer. Examples of
reports output by esPM are included with the analysis algorithm descriptions.

System requirements
A system planner must gather and organize a large amount of data
describing a satellite communications system, including traffic requirements
data. The computer model must store, manipulate, and analyze these data in
a manner that is easy to use and control. An interactive system is required
in order to facilitate the iterative testing of system alternatives.
CSPM had to he flexible and expandable. Predefined parameters were
avoided to ensure the most general representation possible. In addition, the
model had to support multiple systems (each potentially containing numerous
satellites) and multiple services. Current satellite communications systems
handle numerous services within a single satellite, and often in a single
transponder.
The model had to simultaneously address both system capacity and costs.
Changes in the system configuration or traffic levels over time had to be
represented, since satellites and equipment can be added or deleted on a
yearly basis and the volume of traffic can grow, shrink, or be diverted to
alternate paths or modes of transmission (services).
The first step in using csPM is to define a satellite communications system
and its traffic requirements. These system configuration data and traffic data
are stored in separate databases and used as inputs to the analysis algorithms.
The system configuration data describe a satellite communications system
over a period of time, while traffic data define the number of communications
channels between each pair of nodes for a specific service in a particular
year. Multiple versions of the databases can be created to represent different
system configurations, satellite systems, or traffic scenarios.

Figure 3. Division of the Global System Into Three Independent
Systems Represented by Ocean Regions
Nodes

The sources and sinks of traffic, or nodes in csPM, must he identified by
name so that other satellite system data can reference them. The nodes can
be earth stations, antennas, countries, or any other entity that represents a
traffic source or sink. A latitude and longitude value is associated with each
node.
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A service is a category of communications traffic such as frequencydivision multiplex/FM/frequency-division multiple access (EUM/FM/FDMA) or
time-division multiple access (TOMA). A service definition includes bandwidth
utilization factors (in channels per unit bandwidth), which are used to
determine effective satellite capacity when loading transponders. A system
planner can use the concept of a service to define special classes or
combinations of traffic, as well as to accommodate new methods of utilizing
satellite bandwidth, such as companded FM (CENT) used in FDM/CFM/FDMA
services, for example.
Satellite roles

SAMPLE REGION
OCEAN REGION: PACIFIC
BEAM REGION: WEST HEMI
MEMBER NODES'.
AUSTRALIA (AUS)
CHINA (CHN)
GUAM(GUM)
JAPAN (J)

Satellite roles in CSPM name a specific satellite function (or orbital location)

PHILIPPINES (PHL)

within an ocean, such as "primary" or "major path." The role name permits
a system designer to move or replace an existing satellite without changing
the supporting system configuration data.

SINGAPORE (SNG)
TAIWAN (CHNT)

Figure 4. Beam Coverage Regions Jor the Pacific Ocean Region

Satellite data

The space segment configuration is specified by using a combination of
satellite types and specific satellite deployment actions for each type. A
satellite is uniquely identified in CsPM by its type (e.g., INTELSAT v) and its
flight number (e.g., F-3). A system planner defines each satellite type used
in the communications system, optionally includes cost data (such as purchase,
launch, and operating costs), and then specifies deployment actions for
satellites of that type. Deployment actions define changes in the space segment
configuration. Based on the deployment data, esPM can generate an onstation plan that specifies the satellites occupying each role for each year in
the study period.

regions connected, and the frequency hands used. Every satellite in a system
has a satellite configuration associated with it for each year of its deployment.
Earth station equipment

The earth segment configuration is specified by using a combination of
equipment types and deployment actions. The existence of equipment at a
node in a given year provides that node with access to the satellite specified
for the specific service and/or frequency band of the equipment type (Figure 5).
Based on these data. CSPM generates the access information used in the traffic
routing and assignment algorithms.

Beam coverage regions
Service groups

The area of the earth that a satellite antenna can transmit to or receive
from is called a beam coverage region. Each transponder on a satellite is
connected to both an up-link beam and a down-link beam. An earth station
(i.e., node) can transmit to or receive from a particular transponder only if
the node is covered by the transponder's up-link or down-link beam.
respectively. A system planner uses regions in esPM to define beams by
identifying the nodes that fall within the boundaries of a beam (Figure 4).
Satellite configurations

A satellite configuration defines the following for each transponder in a
satellite: the service(s) carried, the available capacity, the beam coverage

Service groups in CSPM are used to specify multiple services per transponder.
A service group definition includes a group name and a list of services
belonging to it.
Trafiie matrices

The traffic data define the actual or forecasted traffic requirements between
network nodes. esPM represents traffic data in the form of traffic matrices,
each identified by a service, year. ocean region. and role. Each traffic matrix
represents the traffic for a single defined service in a particular year. A matrix
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Figure 6. Internal Structure of a Traffic Matrix
Figure 5. Adding Equipment

to a Network Node to Define Access
to Satellites

consists of many traffic elements, each defining the number of one-way
communications channels from a sending node to a destination node. The
number of channels can represent bearer channels, virtual channels, or any
other user-defined unit, as long as the capacity values specified for services
and transponders are consistent with the traffic. Associated with each traffic
matrix is a set of forecasted growth rates for up to 20 years.
Although the terns "traffic matrix" is used to describe the traffic data, it
to stor
e
largetnumberof nodeseand the ela[ ve^sparsenesstOf traffic, a the Potentially
large
of storage would be unused. Traffic data are stored internally using list
structures that have no arbitrary size limitations and require minimal memory
resources. Figure 6 illustrates this structure, with the A nodes representing
the sending nodes and the B nodes representing all the receiving nodes for
the particular sending node. "Nil" represents an end-of-list marker.
Because of the potentially large size of traffic matrices, a feature was
implemented in the program that permits users to retrieve traffic data from a
common database. The link to a central shared database also ensures
consistency through the use of common data.

Analysis algorithms
One of the first applications of cspM was in evaluating the design alternatives
for the INTEISAT VII generation of satellites in the Pacific ocean region. The
analyses were performed to determine if the two planned satellites could
handle the traffic forecasted for 1999 (the last year of their designed life),
and also to determine the effect of employing an optional switchable east
spot beam that could include Australia. The IN I ULSAT vu test case is used
to demonstrate the major analysis algorithms in esPM, including traffic
manipulation, traffic routing, and traffic assignment. Note that bearer channels
are used as the unit of capacity for the sample case.
Traffic manipulation

One of the most important features of csPM is its ability to manipulate
traffic matrices. The planner can use the following manipulation functions
to derive the traffic matrices for a specific year, ocean region, or combination
of services:
• Adding two matrices
• Subtracting two matrices
• Partitioning a matrix
• Scaling a matrix.
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Partitioning and scaling are described in the following subsections.
PARTITIONING

The partitioning algorithm generates a traffic matrix that is a subset of an
existing traffic matrix, based on user-specified parameters. The partitioning
algorithm accepts as parameters either a satellite longitude and a minimum
elevation angle, or a region of nodes.
For each element in the existing traffic matrix, both the sending and
receiving nodes are tested against the parameters to ensure that they are
visible, thus qualifying the traffic element to be part of the resulting matrix
(Figure 7). The qualifying test takes one of two forms. If a region is specified,
the algorithm determines if both nodes are members of that region. Alternately,
if a satellite longitude and minimum elevation angle are specified, a test is
made to determine if a satellite at that location is visible from both nodes at
an elevation angle greater than or equal to that specified. If the applicable
test succeeds, the traffic element is entered in the new matrix: otherwise, it
is rejected and added to a residual matrix.

scaling factor is obtained in one of three ways. In the first method, the user
specifies the scale factor directly. and no further computation is needed. In
the second method, the user must specify the target traffic size. The computed
scaling factor, SF, is the ratio of the target traffic to the current traffic in the
matrix, represented as
SF =

Target traffic (1)
Current traffic

In the third method the user specifies the target year to which the matrix
should be scaled (or more specifically, grown). In this case. CSPM calculates
SF with the following equation:
71 1

SF =
where

11 (I + GR) (2)

MY = year of the matrix being grown
TY = target year
GR = array of yearly growth rates associated with the matrix.

SCALING

In the traffic matrix scaling algorithm, each element in an existing traffic
matrix is multiplied by a single scaling factor to produce a new matrix. This

In the INTEISA r vii test case, traffic matrices for the year 1993 were
partitioned, added, and grown to obtain the required matrices for the analysis.
Figure 8 shows the steps taken using the traffic manipulation functions.
Traffic routing

Traffic routing is the process of distributing the node-to-node traffic within
an ocean region among the satellites serving that region, while satisfying
specified traffic diversity requirements and ordering rules that govern satellite
access. The process can he applied successively to several traffic matrices
representing different services. For each input matrix, the process results in
a set of new traffic matrices, one for each satellite in the ocean region. The
traffic routing process is independent of the capabilities of the satellites
involved.
SATELLITE ORDERING

Figure 7. Flowchart for the Traffic Partitioning Algorithm

The first step in the traffic routing process is to establish the order in which
the satellites should be considered. csPM first computes the number of nodes
that can access each satellite, based on the equipment deployment data
provided by the user. A node can access a satellite in a specific year if, prior
to that year. the node has been assigned equipment that references the
satellite. The satellites are then sorted in ascending order by the number of
accessing nodes. esPM eliminates those satellites that have no accessing
nodes.
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SATELLITE SELECTION

After satellite ordering, the sending and receiving nodes for each traffic
element are tested against each satellite in turn to determine the satellites
that can provide a routing path for the traffic. The nature of the test depends
on whether frequency cross-strapping is assumed to he in effect. Frequency
cross-strapping allows the frequency bands of the up- and down-link beams
used by a particular traffic element to be different. If frequency crossstrapping is assumed, a test is made to determine whether each node of a
traffic element can access the satellite in any frequency band. Otherwise, the
test is more stringent in that each node must be able to access the satellite
in a frequency hand common to both nodes.
The subset of satellites for which this test succeeds comprise the set. A,
of satellites available for routing the traffic between this pair of nodes. The
traffic is then subjected to the diversity requirements described below.

w
a
Z
W
U
J
Q

J
Q

E

APPLYING TRAFFIC DIVERSITY

It is sometimes desirable to split a traffic element between two or more
satellites to prevent excessive dependence on a single satellite or pair of earth
station antennas. The planner controls this process by specifying diversity
thresholds and diversity rules.
Diversity Thresholds. Diversity thresholds are specified as a set of
monotonically increasing traffic values, T„ It = I, ..., n), where n is the
number of satellites in the ocean region and T; is the number of channels in
which i routing paths are desired. T, is set to zero, and T, (i = 2. . . . , n)
is set to x if it is not specified by the user.
For each traffic element, CSPM searches for the largest diversity threshold
T, for which the traffic level is greater than T,. T, must meet the following
requirements:
C?T;
and
ilk, (i < k - n) : C ?T,
where ;A means "there does not exist," and C is the amount of traffic in
channels for the current node pair. The number of satellites, s. among which
the traffic is to he allocated is represented by
s = min (i. J) (3)
J

Q

Q

E
m

where J is the number of satellites available to both nodes in the traffic
element (i.e., the number of members in set A). The traffic is then allocated
among s satellites according to the diversity rules.
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Diversity Rules. Each diversity rule consists of a set of proportions,
p, (r = I ...., n), where P, - 0. Then, (P,/ Z P) is the fraction of the
11
traffic that should be routed to satellite role r if I P, is the sum of all
proportions in the rule. - I
In applying diversity rules, cSPM looks for a rule which has exactly s
nonzero P 1 values, where i is a member of the set of available satellites, A,
for the traffic element. If such a rule exists, the traffic ( C,) that should be
routed to each satellite role (I') can he found with the equation:
C ' P,
C„

-

(4)

P1
where C is the total node-to-node traffic in the channels , and P, is the
proportion of traffic to assign to satellite role r. If a suitable rule does not
exist, the traffic is allocated equally among the first s available satellites.
RESCLTS

For each C, that is greater than zero, a traffic element is created with the
same send-receive node pair as the original traffic element, and with C,
channels of traffic. This traffic element is added to the traffic matrix created
for satellite role r having the same service as the original traffic element.
The result of traffic routing is a set of traffic matrices, one for each service,
routed for each satellite. Figure 9 is an example of the report generated by
the routing algorithm.
SAMPLE CASE

0

z

00

The traffic matrices for the multiple channels per carrier (McP(,) and Single
channel per carrier (SCP(') services in the year 1999 were routed between the
two IN IMLSAT vu satellites planned for the Pacific ocean region in that year
(Figure 10). Iterative analyses of the sample case were performed using
different diversity thresholds. diversity rules, and node accesses to obtain a
balanced mix of traffic between the two satellites. The matrices generated
by the routing process can also he manually edited, allowing the system
planner to adjust the amount of traffic placed on each satellite in the system.
Traffic assignment

Traffic loading on satellite transponders is performed by the traffic
assignment algorithm. The planner indicates the satellite to he used and the
services to he assigned. The algorithm then determines the satellite configuration and traffic matrices to be used based on these user-entered paramaters.
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Determining Node Ordering. Each node that occurs in any selected traffic
matrix is tested against all the transponders in the satellite configuration. A
count is kept of the transponders that each node can access. A node is able
to access a transponder if either of the following access rules applies:

SCPC
1999
PACIFIC
ALL SATELLITES

7

PACIFIC TRAFFIC

ACCESSES

a. the node is equipped to transmit in the up-link frequency band of
the transponder and lies in the up-link beam coverage region for the
transponder, or
h. the node is equipped to receive in the down-link frequency band
of the transponder and lies in the down-link beam coverage region for
the transponder.

SATELLITES
AVAILABLE

TRAFFIC FOR PRIMARY TRAFFIC FOR MP1
SATELLITE SATELLITE

SC PC
1999

SCPC

PACIFIC

PACIFIC

PRIMARY

1999

PRIMARY

MP1

MPI

Figure 10. Traffic Routing Process in the INTELSAT VII Test Case

The main objective of the traffic assignment algorithm is to place as much
traffic as possible onto transponders, leaving little or no traffic that cannot
he assigned within the specified parameters. This objective is accomplished
by filling the least-accessed transponders first, with traffic from nodes that
access the fewest transponders (see below). The algorithm also allows the
system planner to assign services in a specific order, thus providing the
capability of assigning services with large capacity requirements (e.g., rv
and TI)MA) first, and preventing the c5PM from splitting them.
In the IN IELSAT VII study, the assignment process was performed twice,
once for each of the two Pacific satellites.

The list of nodes is then sorted, with the nodes having the least accesses
sorted to the front. The traffic elements are assigned using this node-ordering
approach to minimize the amount of traffic that is left unassigned. In other
words, those node pairs with the fewest opportunities to find an acceptable
transponder are considered early in the process, when the number of unfilled
transponders is greatest. csPM does not permit the user to manually specify
the order in which the nodes are considered.
The selected traffic matrices are then assigned one at a time, using the
algorithm described below, in the order that the services are specified by the
user.
TRANSMISSION GROUPS

During the traffic assignment process, the traffic in each transponder is
divided into a number of transmission groups. Each group contains some or
all of the traffic originating at a single sending node for a single service. For
each service, the user must specify the maximum number of channels in a
transmission group, and whether traffic for more than one destination
(receiving node) can be assigned to the same group.

ASSIGNMPNT SETUP

TRANSPONDER CAPACITY

Determining Satellite Configuration and Trafjie. The satellite configuration
to be used during the assignment process describes the satellite transponders.
The configuration is determined based on the satellite on-station plan derived
from satellite deployment data (or optionally specified by the system planner).
The algorithm then determines the traffic matrices to be assigned. csPM
searches the traffic database to identify a traffic matrix for each specified
service with the correct year. ocean region, and role (i.e., satellite).

The maximum amount of traffic that can he assigned to a transponder is
governed by one of two factors: the effective transponder bandwidth. BW-1
(in MHz): or, optionally. the transponder capacity in channels, C111 . If the
transponder bandwidth is specified. it is used along with the bandwidth
utilization efficiency to calculate the transponder capacity. For simplicity,
factors such as the power level and noise density of the transponder are not
considered when determining capacity.
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Bandwidth Utilization Efficiency. For each defined service, s, there is a
user-specified function, U(n). referred to as the bandwidth utilization
efficiency of that service. This function gives the number of channels of
service s per megahertz of bandwidth as a function of the number, n, of
transmission groups (for all services) assigned to the transponder. When it
exceeds the largest number specified (n). the function is assumed to remain
constant at the value U(n). The bandwidth utilization function is employed
when the capacity of a transponder is calculated with the transponder
bandwidth.
Determining Capacity. During the assignment process, the available
capacity, C,,, of a transponder (in channels of service s) changes and can be
determined by
Cn = (%..,, - Cu
C", = U,(n) - BW1

if C, ." > 0, (5a)
otherwise, (5b)

where C„ is the number of channels already assigned to the transponder, n
i.s the current number of transmission groups, and BW„ is the unused ( available)
bandwidth in the transponder.
BIT, is the difference between the total bandwidth of the transponder and
the bandwidth used by all transmission groups, i. for all services, s. currently
assigned to the transponder , as follows:
BW, = BW5 - BW, (6)
where BW,, is computed from
BW,.. _
T,; is the amount of traffic in the ith transmission group of service s. and
U,(n) is the bandwidth utilization efficiency for service s when n groups have
been assigned to the transponder.
If the transponder accepts more than one service, the number of groups,
it, includes the groups for all services, so that the function U,(n) more
accurately reflects the bandwidth needed for the traffic. This method of
determining bandwidth utilization does not consider any special relationship
between the services assigned that could alter the effective capacity used.
ASSIGNING TRAFFIC

provide a method for the system planner to load transponders in a frequencyspecific order. The transponders are then sorted by the number of nodes that
can access them, with the least accessed becoming the first transponder in
the list of transponders having the same frequency pair. This ordering loads
the least-accessed transponders first, thereby minimizing the amount of traffic
that is left unassigned.
After the transponders are sorted, the traffic elements are assigned in turn,
in the order specified by the sorted node list, onto transponders tested in the
order specified by the sorted transponder list.
Determining a Suitable Transponder. (SPM attempts to put the remaining
traffic, CR. from the current traffic clement on a suitable transponder. For
the first iteration of this process with the current traffic element, C„ is the
total traffic from the sending node to the receiving node of the clement. A
transponder is deemed suitable if it exhibits the following characteristics:
a. The sending node is equipped to transmit in the up-link frequency
band of the transponder and lies in the up-link beam coverage region
for the transponder.
b. The receiving node is equipped to receive in the down-link
frequency hand of the transponder and lies in the down link beam
coverage region for the transponder.
c. The transponder supports the service of the traffic matrix being
assigned.
d. The transponder has available capacity (C, > 0, as calculated
above).
The last requirement can be waived by the user it desired. If no suitable
transponder is found, a diagnostic message is logged and the process continues
with the next traffic clement.
Assigning the Traffic to a Transmission Group. If a suitable transponder
is found, the traffic C„ must be placed in one or more transmission groups.
The amount of the traffic, Cs, that can be assigned to any one group in the
selected transponder is the smallest of the following three values:
• the capacity available on the transponder (C,,),
• the size of the traffic element to be assigned (CR), and
• the maximum transmission group size allowed for this service (T,

Sorting the Transponders . The transponders arc first ordered according to so that
a frequency priority associated with the service being assigned . Service
frequency priorities are ordered pairs of up- and down - link frequencies that

C,s = minimum (C,5. CR, T, (7)
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A search is made for a transmission group already assigned to the selected
transponder. A group i is considered suitable if the following conditions
apply:
• The sending node is the same.
• The service is the same.
• The service allows multiple destinations for one transmission group.
• The availability capacity, T,, in the transmission group is greater than
or equal to the amount of traffic being assigned, C.

RESULTS

The available capacity. TA, can be calculated using the expression

(8)
where T,,, is the amount of traffic already assigned to group i.
If a suitable transmission group is found on the transponder, the traffic is
assigned to it. Otherwise, a test is made to see if the transponder can accept
a new transmission group. If a new transmission group must be created for
the sending node, the transponder capacity is recalculated to account for its
presence, as follows:
C = Us(n + 1) - BW„ (9)
where
13W„ = BWJ

If C„ is zero, the traffic is not assigned to this transponder and the process
continues by searching for a new transponder , as described above. Otherwise,
the amount of traffic to assign is modified , and is the least of C, (as calculated
above) and the newly calculated C,,, thus
C. = minimum (C„ Cs) . (10)
A new transmission group is created , and the traffic , C, is placed in it. This
group is then added to the current transponder.
Recalculating Values ,for Unassigned Traffic. When an amount of traffic,
C„ has been assigned to a transponder , new values for the total number of
channels assigned to the transponder (C,), the used bandwidth (BWz,)
corresponding to Ci.-, and the amount of the current traffic element remaining
to he assigned (C) are recalculated as follows:

CK = C,, - C, .

The output of the traffic assignment process consists of a transponder
loading plan and a summary report on capacity utilization for the satellite
(Figure 11). In addition, diagnostics are produced which identify the traffic
elements that could not he assigned due to capacity or access limitations.
The system planner can modify a transponder loading plan in order to finetune the results to meet system requirements.
SAMPLE CASE

In the INTELSAT vu case, the desirability of an optional switchable beam
was investigated by adding Australia to the East Zone region and repeating
the traffic assignment process. The results showed that some traffic from the
heavily loaded West- Iiemi-to-East-Henri transponders was off-loaded to the
transponder having the switchable beam. Figure 12 illustrates the traffic
assignment process.
Economic analysis

1
II U,01^+ I)

Cc, = C„ + C,
BW;^ = BW, + Cs1Us(n)

If Ck is zero, then all the traffic from the traffic element has been assigned
and the process continues with the next traffic element, starting with the first
transponder. Otherwise, the remaining traffic must he assigned and the process
continues with the current transponder.

(I I )
(12)
(13)

The economic algorithms developed for esPM originated from work
performed at American Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T) [2]. Economic
evaluations of specific system configurations are based on the satellites and
equipment deployed during the study period, as well as on cost data for each
satellite and equipment type. These cost data include economic lifetime.
purchase costs, installation costs, operation and maintenance (o&M) costs,
and satellite launch costs. The analyses provide for an inflation rate, discount
rate, and required rate of return on investment, which are considered constant
through the period of the analysis. The following are available to all of the
analyses:
IRATE = annual inflation rate
(YEAR = reference year for inflation
DRATE = discount rate
RATE = anticipated rate of return.
Additional information required in the economic model is the period (or
time frame) over which the economic evaluations are to be performed. The
specific algorithms discussed are present-worth analysis, system replacement
costs, and revenue requirements. These algorithms are currently implemented
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so that results are computed on it yearly basis. Figures 13 through 16 are
examples of reports that are generated by the economic analysis.
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SATELLITE AND E QUIPMENT COS IS

Cost information for each type of earth segment and space segment
equipment is required in order to determine the economic consequences of
planning decisions, and for comparing the costs of alternative systems. Each
type of earth station equipment may have associated with it the following
cost data:
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LIFE, = economic lifetime in years
C, = base unit cost

IC, = installation cost
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OMC, = operation and maintenace costs.
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Cost data for each satellite type i are as follows:
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L(', = launch vehicle costs.
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All costs are assumed to he incurred in the year in which the equipment is
introduce d into the system ((r launched , in the case of satellites).
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612
612
337
4,129
157
63
3
0
0
0
0
0
318
0
14,080
16,723
13,820
18,245
1,382
256
5
395,242 $ 399,495 $ 242,161 $ 334,751 $ 121,004 3,018 $

All Equipment Types

Link Costs:
LI NK1

$

Total for Study Period $
Present Worth Equiv. $

590

$

590

$

358

$

915,832 $ 952 , 991 $ 458 ,587 $
862,361 $ 892,594 $ 304,987 $

572,923

$

System Net Present Value as of January 1, 1980: $ 1.038,633

Figure 14. Example of a Net Present Value Report

271,428

3, 069

$

88

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM PLANNING MODEL (VERSION 1)
Demonstration System
SYSTEM REPLACEMENT COSTS

Date 06/30/88
Time: 0843:43
Page: 4

0

(all $ amounts in thousands)
Item Component 1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

$ 401,813
0
656
0
0

$ 415.876
1,164
679
0
0

$

1986

435.481
1,205
702
0
0

$

450 ,722
1,247
727
0
16.723

$ 466,495
1,291
752
0
17.308

469 ,419

$ 485,846

Equipment Costs'.
EOUIPI
Eq uip2
FMKu
IBSEQ
IDR

350,900
0
612
0
0

$

All Equipment Types

351,512

$ 388,854

$

402.468

$

417,719

$ 437,388

$

388 ,221
0
633
0
0

zs

1985

z

Link Costs
LINK1

i
$

590

$

611

$

632

$

654

$

677

$

701

$

725

All Link Types

$

590

$

611

$

632

$

654

$

677

$

701

$

725

Satellite Costs'.
INTELVII
INT ELV

$

0
0

$

0
139,725

$

0
144 , 615

$

0
299,353

$

0
619,661

$

0
641 , 348

$

0
663,795

All Satellite Types $

0

$ 139,725

$ 144,615

$ 299.353

$ 619,661

$ 641,348

$

663,795

$

$ 547,715

$

$ 1,057,726

$

$ 1,150.366

v

Totals For Period

352,102

529 , 190

717 ,726

1,111,467

z
_

z

Figure 15. Example of a System Replacement Costs Report

00

Date: 06/30/88
Time: 08.43 43
Page: 5

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM PLANNING MODEL (VERSION 1)
Demonstration System
SYSTEM REVENUE REQUIREMENTS
(all $ amounts in thousands)
Item

1980

Beg Year Net Bit Value
Investment During Year
Depreciation In Year

1985

1986

650,354

$ 753,015

$ 714,775

76,050

154,400

14,080

0

34,406

51,749

52,331

52,331
10

1981

1982

1983

1984

5,000

$ 561,016

$ 634,458

$ 608.700 $

572,102

99,200

0

16,096

25,768

25,768

Incr In Work. Capital

10

10

10

10

10

10

End Year Net Bk Value

561,016

634,458

608,700

650,354

753,015

714,775

662,454

Average Book Value

283.008

597,736

621.578

629,527

701.684

733,895

688,614

Return Requirement

31,131

$ 65,751

$ 68,374

$ 69,248 $

77,185

$ 80,728

$ 75,747

Operating Expenses

41,272

$ 55,912

$ 55.912

$ 67,996 $

92,476

$ 100,156

$ 100,156

Depreciation In Year

16,096

25,768

25,768

34,406

51,749

52,331

52,331

Return Requirement

31,131

65,751

68,374

69,248

77,185

80,728

75.747

Total Revenue Required

$ 88,499

$ 147,431

$ 150,053

$ 171,650 $

221,410

$ 233.215

$ 228,234

Add it ional Revenue

$

$

$

$

$

$

Net Revenue Required

$ 88,349

150

150

$ 147,281

Figure 16. F__xampl

150

$ 149,903

$

160

$ 171,500 $

221,250

150

f 1 Revenue Requirements Report

175

$ 233,040

180

$ 228,054
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NET PRESENT WORTH

The function of the net present-worth analysis is to generate tables that
summarize the yearly investment costs for each satellite or equipment type.
the total annual expenditures, annual o&M costs, and end-of-year book value,
as well as the present-worth equivalent of each. The annual decline in assets
and cumulative decline in assets on a yearly basis are also determined.
Additional summary information pertaining to each satellite or equipment
type over the entire period is computed, including total investment cost (with
and without inflation), residual value, total O&M costs, total depreciation,
years of depreciation, and the average depreciation per year. Earth segment
and space segment totals are accumulated, including the total net present
worth of the system.
Present-Worth Factors. The first step in determining net present worth is
to generate a table of present-worth factors for each year of the study period.
This factor, PWF1, for year j of the study period is
PWFj = (I + DRATE)A (14)
where DRATE is the discount rate and k is the year in which the net present
value is to be determined.

If o&M costs apply to item i. then the total annual o&M cost is
OMC,..,,; = E OMC, ; .

(19)

The yearly depreciation of each satellite or equipment type is calculated
from
DEPR, ,; _ I NV,' , k s j < (k + LIFE,)
LIFE;

(20)

where LIFE, is the economic lifetime of equipment type i, and k is the year
of introduction. Total yearly depreciation is then
DEPR,,,,,; = I DEPR,,, .

(21)

The net book value at the end of each year is found by subtracting the
total depreciation in the year from the sum of the previous year's net book
value and the total inflated investment for the year, that is,
NBV, = NBV, I + INV ,',,, - DEPR,,,, ,, .

(22)

The residual value of each item of equipment is determined by
Annual Investments and Expenditures. The analyses for earth segment and
space segment costs are generally identical. In either case, the number of
items (n,.1) of equipment or satellite type i introduced in year j is first
determined. The annual investment. INV,, in each type is then
INV,1 = C,o,)

(15)

where C, is the cost associated with satellite or equipment type i. The total
annual investment , INV,..1... in year j is obtained from
INV,,,,,1 = EINV,,1 .
The inflated cost. INV [

(16)

(17)

where IRATE is the inflation rate and IYEAR is the reference year for inflation.
Then, the total annual inflated investment and its present-worth equivalent
are
INV,',,., = (I INV,',) - PWF, .

( LIFE, - it + k - I)
LIFE,

(I8)

(23)

where k is the year of introduction and n is the end of the year of the study
period. The total residual value is then
RES

= E RES, . (24)

The annual decline in assets is the decline in net book value during the
year, as
ADA, = NBV;-, - NBV;

of investments in item i in year j is

INV,'1 = INV,,-' (I + IRATE) rt-rvana'

RES, - INV,'k

(25)

and the cumulative annual decline in assets is
CADA; = CADA;-, + ADA,

(26)

Present-Worth Equivalent. The present-worth equivalent of a value in year
j can be found by multiplying the value by the present-worth factor, PWF„
for that year. The present-worth equivalents for investments, o&M costs, and
net book values for each year j in the study period are
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(27)
OMC,,,,, = OMC,,,,,, • PWE,

(28)

NBV, = NBV; • PWF,, I

(29)

The present-worth equivalent for the residual value, which is the value at
the end of the study period n, is
(30)
The total net present worth of the system is then found by subtracting the
discounted residual value of the system from the net present value of all
investments and o&M costs during the study. Hence,
NPW,,, = ZLNV,,,,, + 2.`OMC,,,,,, - RES,,, .
i
i

(31)

REPLACEMENT C'oS'I'

The replacement cost of the system in any year is the amount required in
order to replace all satellites and earth segment equipment in place in that
year with identical equipment. Earth segment replacement costs for earth
station i in year j are given by
REPL,,, = ZCknk(I + IRATE)'IOAR)

(32)

where Ck is the base unit cost of equipment type k; nk; is the number of
items of equipment type k at earth station i in year ); and IRATE and IYEAR
are the annual inflation rate and reference year for inflation, respectively.
The space segment replacement cost is simply the sum of the costs of all

= required rate of return on investment
= net book value of the space segment at the beginning of
the study period
DEPRU, = depreciation in each year j of satellites in place at the
beginning of the study period
IWCC
= increase in working capital for each year j
OPERJ = system operating costs for each year j
AREV,
= additional revenues required in each year j.
Space segment revenue requirements are determined for the entire system,
including all service regions, since satellites may be shifted from one service
region to another during their lifetime. Earth segment revenue requirements
are calculated for each earth station in each service region. The net book
value, NBV,,, for earth station equipment at the beginning of the study period
is estimated for each earth station i by assuming that, on the average, all
items of equipment in place at that time have depreciated to half of their
original value. Hence,
I Cknc,,
NBV,,,; = k 2

(33)

where Ck is the cost of satellite type k, and nk1 is the number of satellites of
type k in the service region in year j.
REVENUE REQUIREMENTS

The revenue requirements algorithm generates a table that summarizes
space segment and earth segment revenue requirements for each year of the
study period. Certain additional inputs are required in order to account for
the value of the system at the beginning of the study period, for the
depreciation of the equipment, and for related operating expenses. Specifically,
these inputs are as follows:

(34)

where Ck is the cost of equipment type k, and nk.; is the number of items of
equipment type k in place at earth station i at the beginning of the study
period. Depreciation of this equipment in each year j is then found by
summing the depreciation per year for all items of each equipment type
throughout their lifetimes, as
I C"n,r,
DEPRo.,, = LIFE

satellites in the service region. Hence,

SREPLJ = E Cknk,i • (I + IRATE)( J- /YEAR)
k

RATE
NBV„

' I iE^ 1 <

LIFE
2 k .

(35)

Operating costs, OPER,, are obtained from the o&M factor in the same
manner as for net present-worth evaluation (see above). The increase in
working capital and the additional revenues are neglected in determining
earth segment revenue requirements.
Revenue requirements are calculated as follows. First, the net book value,
NBV,, at the end of each year j is calculated based on equipment additions
occurring within the economic period (see above). The total net book value
is then obtained by adding the net book value of equipment in place and the
yearly increase in working capital, as
NBV0,,,1 ; = NBV; + NBV0 + IWC, .

(36)
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The average net book value during each year is then
ANBV - NBVI„ I,j + NBVtu , I
„
2

(37)

The return requirement is equal to the rate of return times the average net
book value during the year. Hence,
RET; = RATE - ANBV,,, i .
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Revenue requirements for each year are then simply the sum of the return
requirement, operating expenses, and depreciation. The total depreciation in
each year j is the sum of the depreciation due to equipment in place at the
beginning of the study period and that added during the period. Hence,
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DEPR,,,; = DEPRO,; + DEPR;
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Conclnsioats
An interactive model was developed using a standard graphics terminal,
and advanced interface features were successfully implemented. The resulting
software provides system planners with numerous features for storing,
manipulating, and analyzing the large amount of data required. The model
has already been successfully applied to an actual system planning task and
is currently being used in other applications.
The successful application of computer models will be invaluable for
evaluating alternatives for the satellite communications systems of the future
and for meeting the demands of changing communications requirements. It
is expected that csPM will evolve and expand to meet changing requirements
for satellite system planning.
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Random access with notificationA new multiple -access scheme for
VSAT networks
D. M.

CHIT RE,

A. C. BIUANCON, AM) R. Kout-I

(Munuscripi received lone 2I. 1998)

Abstract
A second-generation, multiple-access method for very small aperture terminal
(5SAr) satellite networks is described and analyzed. The method, called random
access with notification (RAN), has two main features that distinguish it from the
slotted AI,OnA multiple-access protocol commonly used for vs,a i networks. First. RAN
allows the huh station to identify collided packets and remove there from the randomaccess (contention) data slots to reserved slots dynamically allocated for their
retransmission, thereby eliminating the major source of congestion and instability
experienced in the slotted ALOFIA scheme. Second, RAN can monitor traffic activity
and adapt system parameters to traffic changes, including transitioning to a fullreservation multiple-access scheme under certain traffic conditions. A Markov model
is developed for the RAN protocol and solved exactly to derive the throughput and
delay expressions. Numerical results are presented showing the performance advantages
of the IRAN protocol compared to the slotted Al.O1IA and reservation protocols.

^ ntrodaction
Current very small aperture terminal (vsAr) networks are designed primarily
for certain kinds of data communications applications. Typically, user
networks consist of a number of distributed terminals (e.g., IBM 1174 cluster
controllers) accessing a central host computer or a front-end processor (e.g.,
99
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an IBM 3705). The communication paths form a star connectivity, with no
requirement for direct communications between the individual terminals.
This connectivity requirement is exploited by designing an inexpensive VSAT
terminal that communicates with a larger hub terminal. In a typical VSA'r
network, a single outbound carrier is used in a broadcast mode to transfer
data from the hub to the vsAT,, and one or more lower bit rate carriers
operating in one of the first-generation multiple-access methods described
below are used for traffic from the vSAr, to the hub.
The performance and cost of VSAT networks are very sensitive to the
multiple-access scheme selected. For a given grade-of-service delay requirement and a given traffic profile, the characteristics of the multiple-access
protocol determine the space segment requirement, which in turn has an
impact on both the space segment cost of the satellite channels and the cost
incurred at the huh for managing and maintaining these channels.
In a large number of data applications, the duty cycle of the traffic
generated by the data terminal is very low, often less than 5 to 10 percent.
The methods applicable in VSAT systems for sharing satellite channels among
a number of users with bursty packet arrival characteristics fall into four
broad categories:
• Code-division multiple access (COMA)
• Packet reservation time-division multiple access (TUMA)
• Fixed-allocation TDMA
• Slotted ALOHA

In the COMA scheme, VSAT, share the same inbound carrier by using a
unique pseudorandom noise (PN) sequence of symbols to represent each bit
of data to he transmitted. In many implementations, this method results in
lower transponder utilization I11; however, it is well suited for lower data
rate applications and for applications that require spectrum spreading for
frequency coordination and to meet interference restrictions (e.g., C-band
vsAT networks).
In reservation TDMA Systems, the VSAT sends a request to the central hub
for a data slot, and the data packet is transmitted only after a data slot
assignment is made by the hub and received by the VSAT. Packet reservation
TIMA has an inherent delay of three satellite hops for a data packet to reach
the central hub from the VSAT. This access protocol also requires space
segment capacity for the inbound reservation traffic.
The fixed-allocation TUMA method is quite inefficient for hursty data traffic
with low (5 to 10 percent) duty cycle.
In the slotted ALOHA protocol, satellite channels are accessed by a VSAT
in randomly selected time slots. A packet is retransmitted after a time-out

RAN MUL TIPI E ACCESS SCHEME FOR VSAI' NF I WORKS WI

period for the packet (indicating no reception of an acknowledgment for that
packet from the hub) and by randomizing the retransmission time. The slotted
ALOIIA scheme has low response delay characteristics, as long as shared
random-access channels are operating at a throughput of less than 25 to 30
percent. However, this scheme has a well-known instability region where
the throughput (successfully carried packet traffic) decreases with an increase
in the offered traffic.
The main cause of throughput and delay performance degradation in the
slotted ALOHA protocol is that collided and errored packets are retransmitted
in data slots that are also used for the transmission of new packets. Numerous
variations on the basic slotted random-access protocol have been presented
in the literature [2],[3]: however. most of these schemes either do not address
the stability problem or are not directly applicable to the VSAT networks
because they typically require that each VSAT listen to its transmitting channel
141,151.
The problem of instability is resolved in a new multiple-access scheme
called random access with notification (RAN). In RAN, data channels have
two types of slots: random-access (RA) and reservation (Res). Collided and
errored packets are prevented from accessing the RA (contention) data slots
in their retransmission attempts. New packets use RA slots for their initial
transmissions. Over a separate signaling channel, every vsAr notifies the
hub of the number of packets transmitted by the VSAI' in a particular frame.
If a packet experiences a collision, the huh recognizes that the number of
packets successfully received is less than the number that were reported as
sent. The hub then allots the required number of slots to the VSAT in some
future frame for contention-free retransmission. The hub also monitors the
total traffic rate generated by the vSAT terminals. For a given response delay
requirement, the hub determines the key system parameters of the RAN
protocol, namely the mix of RA and RES slots. When the traffic level exceeds
a certain intensity (packets per second), the hub issues a command to all
vsAT, to switch over from the RAN protocol to full-reservation protocol. The
hub orders a switch back to RAN after the traffic load has fallen to acceptable
levels.
The scheduling of the collided and errored packets and the adaptation of
the system parameters and protocols controlled by the hub for the entire
network are the key features of the RAN protocol and are presented in detail
in the next section. A Markov model is then developed for the RAN protocol
and solved exactly to derive the throughput and delay expressions for an
arbitrary distribution of packet arrivals. The effect of bit error rate (HER) on
the operation of the protocol is also considered. Finally, numerical results
are presented for typical frame and packet parameters.

1b\N M1. 1.111'11
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Random access with notification
In this section, the basic assumptions and channel structure are presented.
followed by a description and detailed analysis of the protocol.
Three basic assumptions are made about the network. First, the network
is assumed to consist of a number of VSAT, communicating with a huh.
Second. a 'SAT is unable to directly receive the transmissions of other VSAT,:
it can only receive transmissions from the hub. Finally, a VSAT is unable to
listen to its own transmissions, and thus cannot determine whether a packet
that it is transmitting is colliding with another packet.
For communications between the vs. I, and the hub, the tollowing features
are required by protocol:
a. Communication is accomplished using a number of channels. Each
channel consists of frames, and each frame consists of slots.
b. Communication from the huh to the VSAT is on a contention-free
channel.
c. Communications from the vs.&t, to the hub are carried on two
types of channels, which can he on the same frequency or on different
frequencies:

D RA SLOTS ARE UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED
OVER THE T SLOTS IN EACH FRAME.
RA1

RA2

RAk RA k+1

Figure I.

RA D-1 RA D

Channels in RAN

RA slots, excluding those slots that have already been assigned a packet by
the same VSAT.
The A5AT keeps a copy of the data packet, along with a record of the
frame number and time slot number used for transmission. This information
allows the SAT to resolve cases in which it sent several packets within a
frame and some of those packets collided, or were lost because of bit errors.
Based on information from the hub regarding Successfully received packets,
their frame numbers, and time slot numbers, the vsAI can determine which

• Signaling channels carry control packets. Every VSAT must have
one contention-free signaling slot allotted to it in every frame
period.
• Data channels carry user traffic and have two types of slots: RA
and RES. Data packets first attempt transmission using RA Slots.
If there is a collision, the packet is retransmitted via Wks slots.
As an example, Figure I shows these channels on two different
frequencies. The procedure is explained in detail below.
Proloeol
The following is a detailed description of the RAN protocol and its operation.
VSAT TRANSMISSIONS

packets collided or were lost.

Data packet transmission in the RA slots is accompanied by a notification
in a vsAT's signaling slot in the next frame. More precisely, the signaling
message sent by a VSAT in one frame notifies the hub of the number of
packets transmitted in the RA slots in the immediately preceding frame.
Once a data packet is successfully received at the hub, it is removed from
the retransmission buffer. If it is not successfully received, it must be
retransmitted in a RES slot. The manner in which successful reception is
determined is described below.
PACKET3

PACKET 1 PACKET 2
ARRIVAL -+
OF

PACKETS

All initial packets are transmitted using RA slots, in the following manner.
After a packet is generated by a VSAT, if the next data slot is an RA slot and
does not overlap in time with the signaling slot for the VSAT. then the packet
is scheduled in that RA slot. (this restriction is required if a vsar cannot
transmit on two frequencies simultaneously.) When there is an overlap, the
signaling message transmission is given higher priority and the data packet
is transmitted in the next RA slot. If the next data slot is not an RA Slot, the
data packet is randomly scheduled (see Figure 2) among the next cluster of

RA1 RA2

X RAk

RA k+1

{

x

x

RAD-1 RA D

}

PACKETI PACKET 2 TRANSMISSION PACKET 3
TRANSMISSION IS RANDOMIZED OVER TRANSMISSION
IN THIS SLOT. THESE RA SLOTS. IN THIS SLOT

X=A RES SLOT

Figure 2.

7-jars-mission Protedutes,Jot' Data Packets

X
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HUE PROCESSING OF DATA AND SIGNALING CHANNELS

The huh processes the information received on the signaling channel and
the data channels. The hub is informed, via the signaling channel, of the
number of transmissions made by each VSAT in the previous frame, and it
determines the number of packets received from VSAIy by monitoring the
data channel. The huh then correlates these two sets of information to
compute the number of packets lost (due to collision, bit errors. etc.) for
each vsAT and schedules RES slots for their retransmission. The RES slots
are randomly ordered and scheduled among the different VSA rs that have lost
packets which require retransmission, taking into account any processing and
propagation delays that may be required before the vsAT, can use the
information to retransmit.
The huh transmits the following information on the return channel from
the hub to the VSAT,, which then determine the packets appropriate for
retransmission:
• Acknowledgments of successful packets, indicating the slot numbers
and frame numbers over which they were received.
• Scheduling information (the location of the RES slots) for the lost
packets.
These two pieces of information are sufficient for the VSAT to determine
which transmitted packets were lost and which RES slots should be used to
retransmit them. The RNS slots are located in the frame such that the scheduling
messages from the hub are received at the VSAF before the start of the REs
slots. A time margin is required in order to allow the YSAT to decode and
process the information.
SYSTEM RESERVATION MODE

In the RAN mode, the hub computes the number of packets, H. that were
lost in each frame when transmitted in RA slots. Whenever that number
exceeds the number of RES slots per frame (R) for a certain number of
consecutive frames, the huh broadcasts a message to the VSATs (repeated a
certain number of times) announcing a switchover from RAN to reservation
TDMA..starting with a specific frame number. In reservation I DMA, all data
slots (RA slots and RES slots) are accessed only as scheduled by the hub.
When the system is operating in the reservation rDMA mode, the huh
computes the number of packet reservation requests per frame. Whenever,
for a certain number of consecutive frames, the number of packet reservation
requests falls below a prespecificd percentage of the total number of data
slots, T (T = D + R. where D is the number of RA slots), the hub first
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determines the total network packet traffic per second from the VSATs to the
hub, based on the average over the last few frames. Next, the hub computes
the combination of D and R for the given number of data slots (T) and the
above-determined VSAT packet traffic to give minimum average delay. The
hub also decides at which frame number the switchover from reservation
I DMA to RAN will take place and broadcasts that information and the location
of RA slots and RES slots to all VSATs. The broadcast is repeated several
times to ensure that all vSATs receive the information correctly. The exact
number of repeats can also be determined by examining the probability of a
VSAT not receiving the broadcast message vs the number of repeats.
Throu ghput and del ay analysis

A detailed analysis of the RAN protocol can be carried out for any fixed
combination of RA and RES slots per frame. The packet arrival statistics (i.e.,
the total offered load) are assumed to be distributed uniformly over all the
RA slots within a frame. The following variables define some of the system
parameters:
D

= number of RA slots per frame

R = number of RES slots per frame
G = offered load (packets) per RA slot
T„ = propagation delay (seconds)
TI
T

frame period (seconds)
data packet transmission time (seconds)

MARKOVIAN MODEI. FOR HUB SCmiDCLING

A Markov model was developed for the RAN protocol and solved exactly
to derive the throughput and delay expressions for an arbitrary distribution
of packet arrivals. Numerical results are presented in the next section for the
special case of a Poisson distribution of packet arrivals within a frame period
(to be distributed uniformly among the RA packet slots).
As before. let D denote the number of data slots per frame which are to
be accessed by VSAI, in a random-access mode for the transmission of new
packets (RA slots). Let R denote the maximum number of data slots per
frame which are used to schedule the retransmission of collided packets (RE S
slots). Consider the scheduling state at the hub following processing of the
notifications of the (k + 1)th franc and correlation of that information with
the data packets received in the RA slots of the kth frame. The hub schedules
in collided packets (in = 0, 1, 2..... R) in some appropriate data frame
/, where I > k + I. Frame I does not directly follow frame k + 1 because
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of the propagation delay between the huh and the vsar, and because of the
delay needed to perform the numerous computations required at the vsAr.
Moreover, if the number of packets scheduled in frame / equals R, scheduling
must he continued for the possible remaining collided packets, i. These
packets are scheduled in the data frames subsequent to frame /. In other
words, m is the number of packets scheduled for transmission in the R Rrs
slots in data frame / (0 - in - R), and i is the number of packets still queued
and awaiting scheduling in a subsequent frame for retransmission after m
packets have been scheduled in frame / (i = 0 for in < R).
The Markov state is defined as the ordered pair (m, if with the associated
probability of II(nt, if where m = 0, 1, 2... ,, R: i = 0, I, 1 ... ; and
in = R for i - I . For the steady state, the Markov equations are
R

= 11(t),0)p(0)+ ^;IIon.ofp(0) (I)

Evaluating equation (4) at r = I yields the identity
R I

(R -

rn )II (rn.0)=RI)

(6)

where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to z. Since F(z) is an
analytic function inside the unit disk (I:I < I), the roots of eR - g(z) = 0
must be the zeros of the numerator of equation (4). This fact yields a set of
R - I equations for 11 On. 0), in = 0, . . . , R - I. These equations.
coupled with equation (6), can be solved to obtain lion. 0). The probabilities
I l (R, it can then he obtained from equation (4) by appropriately differentiating
F(z) and evaluating it at z = 0. The following recursion relationships can
then be obtained:
R I

R

fut, 0) p (m) +

1 I [(R, it p(nt

11(0, (t) -

r^

- i)

r1(R, 0)

=

11011, 0)

g(o)

t(0);

U

-

(7a)

in = 1,2,...,R (2)
H

R I

II(0, (t) E 110 1, 0)

I I(R, i) I1(1, 0) p (R -f if I I( R, j) p (i + R - j)

II (R. n) _
i - I (3)
where p(i) denotes the probability that the huh received notifications for i
lost packets transmitted in a single frame. The moment generating function
F(z) can be defined as

it!

for i - it < R (7h)

(n - i)'.

R I

F(=) _ 757,II(R, j) 7'

II(R, n) _

Multiplying the right- and left - hand sides of equation ( 3) by z', summing
over all i, and using equations ( I) and (2 ) provides the generating function
F(z) for TI (nt, i).

II(R, it - R) - g'' "(0) Him, 0)
,-o

n'

^g` ;,(0)II(R, i)
fora ? R (7c)
(n - i)I

R-1

I?

g(=) Ilpn, o) - I1(1. o)
F(z) _
ZR - g(-)

where the function g(:) is defined by the series

(4)

where g111'(0) is the nth derivative of g(z) evaluated at - = 0. Note that the
above model is independent of the input traffic model or the mode of
notification access. The probabilities p(i), and hence g(z), are computed
explicitly for a specific input traffic model and notification access scheme.
The roots of the denominator of equation (4), which will determine the
first R equations for II(m, 0). are computed using an iterative FletcherPowell-Davidon search in the complex plane to obtain it rough estimate of
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the roots' locations, followed by a more traditional Newton-Raphson search
to improve these estimates 161. The values for II(m, 0) are then found by
solving a set of R linear equations.
Average throughput efficiency and delay can now be computed from these
generating Functions.
THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

The steady-state distribution allows the throughput of the RAN protocol to
be computed as a function of the traffic load, G. The average number, NR,
of packets transmitted in the R RES slots per frame is given by
R
NR = mH(m, 0) + RE MR, if = g'( I)

DGe °+N, DGe °+g'(I)
D + R

D+R

(9)

The first term of the numerator is the number of packets that do not experience
collisions when submitted to the channel, and N„ is given by equation (8).
Furthermore, if the notifications are assumed to be error-free. then
g(z) _ [e °e°= + Ge °(1

- -)J°

(10)

This result is found by first computing the generating function for the number
of collided packets in each data slot. The probability distribution function
for collisions involving k packets is given by
p (0 collision) = e Ge
p (I collision) = 0
p (k collision)

To obtain an expression for the probability density function (pdf) of the
total delay that a packet experiences, the pdf of delay for both collided and
noncollided packets must be computed and then combined.
When a packet does not collide during the VSAr-to-hub transmission, the
delay is simply given by

(13)

lusing equation (6)1. (8)

Assuming that input traffic follows it Poisson distribution with an average
of G packets for each of the D RA slots, the average throughput efficiency,
TI, of the D + R slots is given by
'11

DI:LAY ANALYSIS

e °G"

kI

Substituting the value of g'(I) into equation (8) yields the expected result
for the throughput efficiency:
DG
T1 - D + R (12)

Note that this delay is a constant. independent of the traffic load (G). The
probability of no collision. P,, is given by P, = e °.
When a packet does collide, its delay is influenced by a number of factors.
The following procedure must be carried out before a collided packet is
retransmitted. Every packet sends a notification of transmission in its assigned
notification slot. This is done on the notification channel in the frame that is
the immediate successor to the frame in which the data packet was transmitted.
A frame of notifications is received at the hub after T„ seconds. The hub
processes the frame of notifications, determines which data packets collided,
and schedules the retransmission of these packets randomly after scheduling
the retransmission of queued packets that collided in previous frames.
Figure 3 is an example of the delay experienced by a collided packet in
RAN. In this case, the RES slot is shown in the first frame after the VSAT is
informed by the hub. While the system is designed to ensure that this is true
in most situations, the hub can also assign slots for subsequent frames.
Figure 3 shows that the delay consists of a number of independent
components. The first component depends on where in the franc the packet
collided, while the second consists of the frame delay introduced by the fact
that the hub must wait for all the notifications before doing any scheduling.
The number of packets that have already been scheduled due to collisions in
previous frames must also be addressed. This probability distribution is given
by II(m, i), as defined above.
The number of packets in the frame under consideration must also be
taken into account. It is necessary to know where the collided packet is likely
to be scheduled among all the collided packets in the original frame. Finally,
the other delay components indicated in Figure 3 must be added. The
following subsections examine the different parameters and delays involved
in this computation.
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Position in Frame. Since Poisson arrivals are assumed, a packet's arrival
time is uniformly distributed over the frame time. Because there are D RA
slots, the probability that a packet collided in the (D - k)th slot in the frame,
and the consequent delay, are given by
P1(k)
Tre,.r = (k + I IT

=

11D

(14)

k = 0, 1. 2 ...,D-I

Scheduling Delov. The scheduling delay, T,,,,, is determined by two factors.
The first is the number of packets that collided prior to this frame (i.e., the
frame in which the collision of interest occurred) and are queued to he
scheduled for retransmission. The second is the scheduling location of the
packet of interest among the packets that collided in the current frame. The
sum of the prior frame scheduling and the current scheduling is the overall
scheduling delay.

F

Prior Sche(luling. The probability of the number of packets remaining
from previous collisions which are queued for retransmission. P,(k). is
obtained, by definition, from the second index of the state probabilities
computed above, as follows:
R

P,,,(o) _ Ili, o)
P,,,(k) = I I (R, k) k -

I . 2. 3, .

Current Frame Scheduling. To determine when a packet that collided will
be scheduled relative to others that collided in the same frame, it is necessary
to first determine how many packets collided in that frame. The approach
taken is to examine the performance of an artificially introduced packet (test
packet). This packet would collide only if at least one other packet was
transmitted in the same slot. Since arrivals are Poisson-distributed, the
probability of k collisions in the slot of the test packet is given by

d

d

F

(15)

F

I
z

P_(k) - k = 2,3,4,... (16)
(k - I)f
Note that k collisions occur it there are only k- I arrivals, because it is
assumed that the test packet has already arrived. In the k = I case, the test
packet is the only packet in the slot, and hence corresponds to the collisionfree case mentioned above.
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The hub must now resolve the collisions in the slot of the collided packet,
as well as those that occur in the other D - 1 slots. It can be shown that the
probability of It collisions in D- I slots, Pa (n), is given by
Po-1(n) = e

m

P,,,(k) = Po1 * P, , .

cr I D-1 „I „) I/
k /G" 1(n

where

k)

equals

k.
(k - i)!i!

The total number of collisions that the huh must resolve when the test
packet has collided is the sum of the collisions in the slot of the collided
packet and in the other D - I slots. Since these are two independent processes,
the probability distribution for the total number of collisions in the frame,
P+(k), is obtained by convolving the two distributions. Hence,
P,,(k) = Pa 1 * P,..

P t(k)
k

(20)

Scheduling Delay in Real Time. The probability P(k) gives the probability
distribution of having k packets scheduled in front of the test packet; however.
this number must still be translated into seconds. The huh will inform the
vsAI that it must transmit after k - I RES slots (i.e., in the kth RES Slot).
The frame size is assumed such that the next Rrs slot appears almost
immediately after the hub has informed each VSAT of when it must transmit.
Alternatively, the RES slots can be placed so that they begin as soon as the
information arrives from the hub. Clearly, if k < R. then all the scheduled
packets can be accommodated within the next frame. However, if k > R,
then the packet must wait for one whole frame before it can transmit.
Similarly, if k > 2R, the packet must wait two frames, and so forth.
Mathematically, the overall scheduling delay. T,,.,,, can be written as

(18)

where * represents convolution.
H k packets had collided, the probability that the test packet is scheduled
as the jth packet among the k packets is simply I/k. This follows from the
fact that collided packets are randomly scheduled. To determine the probability
that the collided test packet will he the jth scheduled packet, the conditioning
on the number of collisions must be removed. Therefore, the probability.
P„ 1,(j), that the test packet is the jib scheduled packet among the collided
packets is given by

P,,,,(j) _

frame scheduled packets. Hence, the overall probability. P (k), can be
obtained as follows:

(19)

T,,.,, = Int(k)

Tf+^^k-R -IntV)]r} . (21)

The first term of the right-hand side represents the number of frames that a
collided packet must wait, while the second term indicates its position in the
frame in which it transmits.
Total Delay for a Collided Packet. The delay for the collided packets can
now be computed based on the various delays introduced above. From
Figure 3, the total delay for a collided packet, T ,,,,,, can be written as
T,,,, =T,(,r+TI +T +T,».,, +T, +T, +Tar,+T,

The summation begins from j, since a packet can only he scheduled as the
jth packet among the collided packets if there are at least j packets to begin
with.
Overall S(heduling. The above calculations have determined the probability
distributions, P,,,(k), of the packets already scheduled due to collisions in
previous frames, and P,,,,(k) of the relative position of the test packet among
the packets that collided in its own frame. A collided packet will be
retransmitted after all of the previously scheduled packets have been transmitted in RES slots on the reservation channel. The total number of previously
scheduled packets is the sum of the prior scheduled packets and the current

(22)

T,,,, + T,,,,, + T,
+ T,, is a constant. Because Tf,,,, and T,,,, are
where T, = 3T„ + T +
independent random variables whose probability distribution has already been
obtained , the pdf for T,,,,, can again be found by convolution of the two
densities. The variables T ,, and T . can now he substituted into the expression
for the overall delay, T,,,.
Overall Total Delay. The probability distribution for the overall total delay
(T,,,,) that a packet experiences , whether or not it collides , is obtained by
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combining two known probabilities: the probability for delay when a packet
,and the probability, after it collides,
guts through without a collision (Pb
that it is scheduled kth [P,,,, (k): k=0. I , 1 ...1.

A packet will be lost if it is unsuccessful in its first attempt and one of the
three events indicated above occurs. Given the independence of the events,
the probability that a packet will be lost (P,,,,,) is given by
Pm„ = P„ s (PLN + P,vr'N * PEA + Puem * PAIL * Psn)

ERROR1-D I'ACKE:IIS

Thus far, the analysis has focused on the protocol itself. The effect of
HER, is introduced here for completeness, although the impact of typical BERs
on overall throughput is marginal.
It a packet collides, the protocol successlhlly retransmits using the
notification procedure. I lowever, successful retransmission may be prevented
by any of the following events:

• The notification from the vs,vr to the hub is lost due to bit errors or
other factors.
• The notification is not lost, but the packet containing the hub's
allocation of the RES slots is lost.
• Neither the notification nor the allocation packets arc lost, but the
data packet picks an error while being retransmitted in the Res slot.
If any of these situations occurs, the data packet will be lost and a higher
layer of protocol will have to recover. Let
BI HER on data channels (RA and Res Slots)
B, = HER on the signaling channel from V.AT to huh
B, = HER on the signaling channel from huh to vsnr
length of data packet
L, = length of notification packet from VSAI to huh
1., = length of allocation packet from hub to vs AT

Typically, the notification packet is an order of magnitude smaller than
either the data packet or the allocation packet. Therefore, it is assumed that
PvL>v = I and PLN = 0. Further, assuming that G = 0.6. B, = 10 ', B, =
10-7, L, = 128 bytes, and 1., = 128 bytes, then P,,,,, = 9.5 x 10 Note
that the effect of HER is negligible compared with the efficiency of the
protocol over error-free channels. Furthermore, even if the notification or
the allocation packet, or both, are lost, the protocol is stable and will not he
affected beyond the loss of the packet(s) concerned.
Results

Three representative graphs are presented. Figure 4 shows the variation in
mean delay with the number of RA slots at a fixed throughput. The throughput
is fixed by considering a fixed packet arrival rate and a fixed number of total
data slots (T = D + R). In the specific example considered here, the packet
arrival rate is taken to he 30 pkts/s and the total number of data slots is 34.
As the number of RA slots (D) is increased, the delay begins to decrease.
This is because more slots are available for random-access transmission for
the same number of packets, and consequently fewer collisions occur. At a
certain combination of D and R (in this figure, at D = 25, R - 34 - 25
= 9) the delay reaches its minimum and then begins to increase once again.
This is because the number of RES slots is now inadequate to handle even
the limited number of collisions that occur in the larger number of contention
slots.
1.2

The following probabilities can then be written:
P(No error in transmission of data packet) = (1
/'(Error in transmission of data packet) = I
PNIA
Pi.v

- B, )"

- (I

- B,

= P(No error in notification) _ (I B,)"
PC Error in notification) = I - (I - B,)"

F'vr A = P(No error in allocation) = C I - B,)'
(I - B,)''
PLA = P(Frror in allocation) = I
Let the probability that a packet is unsuccessful in its first attempt on an
RA slot be P,,. Without considering the error probabilities, P„ = I - e-°.
However, taking errors into account, P,, = II - e '') I PL, * e c

g
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Figure 4.

RAN Mean Delay vs Number of RA Slots (Propagation delay
270 ms, frame size - 512 Ins, packet arrival rate = 30 pkts/s,

packet length - 128 bytes, charnel rate = 56 kbit/s, total
slots = 34, throughput = 0.45)
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Figure 5 shows the delay throughput tradcolt for system design. Every
point on this graph was obtained by first plotting graphs similar to the one
in Figure 4 at a fixed throughput. As shown in Figure 4. for a throughput of
45 percent (D + R = 34), the combination that gives the minimum mean
delay is D = 25, R = 9. This is optimum at a mean packet arrival rate of
30 pkts/s. as reflected in Figure 5. The procedure was repeated for different
throughputs, which were modeled by keeping the packet arrival rate fixed at
30 pkts/s and varying the total number of data slots allocated for the traffic.
The resulting graph is shown in Figure 5. As the total number of allocated
data slots decreases, the throughput increases, but so does the mean delay.
At a throughput of around 55 percent, the mean delay increases to a value
greater than that of the reservation protocol, indicating that there is no benefit
in designing a system that uses the RAN protocol at those throughput levels.
However, for throughput values less than 55 percent, RAN provides a mean
delay which is less than that available from the reservation method.
Assuming that it is decided to operate at a throughput of 45 percent for a
packet arrival rate of 30 pkts/s, the designer would also like to see the
projected variations in performance for different loads (traffic arrival rates)
when the system is operational. This is reflected in Figure 6. Note that as
the load drops, the number of collisions decreases, and therefore the mean
delay decreases. Conversely, as the load increases above 30 pkts/s, the delay
begins to increase. At a value of around 35 or 36 pkts/s, the RAN protocol
will switch over to the reservation mode. Therefore, RAN can continue to
provide mean delay performance better than the reservation protocol, even
when the load offered exceeds the designed load by 15 or 20 percent.
In summary, Figure 4 indicates the best combination of D and R to provide
acceptable delay at a given throughput for a given packet arrival rate.
160
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Figure 6.

Average Delay and Arrival Rate Variation Around Operating
Point (Propagation delay = 270 ins, frame size = 512 nts,
packet arrival rate = 30 pkts/s, packet length =
128 bytes, channel rate = 56 kbit/s, total
slots = 34, RA slots = 25)

Figure 5 shows the delay throughput characteristic for a given packet arrival
rate. It provides parameters (D and R), and consequently different systems
for different performance requirements. While Figure 5 is not an operating
curve, it may be viewed as an encapsulation of different curves such as those
in Figure 4.

Figure 6 is an operating curve which shows the variations in mean delay
with packet arrival rate when the system is designed for a given packet arrival
rate. It also shows the point at which a system in operation should switch
over to the reservation mode.

Comparison with existing schemes
Comparison of the RAN and slotted ALOItA protocols is meaningful only
when the signaling overhead of the RAN scheme is factored into the throughput.
Because the RAN and reservation protocols require the same signaling
overhead, the two schemes can be compared directly.

120

Reservation
The RAN and reservation schemes require the same overhead. In RAN,
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Figure 5.

Average Delay is Throughput (Propagation delay = 270 Ins,
frame size = 512 ms, packet arrival rate = 30 pkis/s, packet
length = 128 bytes, channel rate = 56 kbit/s)

every time a VSAT transmits a certain number of packets in a frame, it must
notify the hub of the number of transmissions by using the subsequent frame.
In the reservation scheme, every time a VSAT needs to transmit a certain
number of packets, it requests that the huh allocate the number of slots
required. The same information is transmitted. but the difference is twofold:
a. In RAN, the signaling information is transmitted after the data
packets have been transmitted, while in the reservation scheme the
information is transmitted before the data packets.
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h. In RAN, the signaling information serves to notify the hub of the
number of packets sent, whereas in the reservation protocols the signaling
channel requests data slots for packets to be transmitted in some future
h'ame.

In terms of bandwidth required, both RAN and reservation overhead is the
same. The difference is in the delay computation. In RAN. when the throughput
is low, the delay characteristics far outperform those of the reservation
scheme because in RAN the packets do not have to go through the negotiation
required by the reservation protocol. The packet will simply he put on the
channel and, since the throughput is low, it is likely that the packet will
arrive at the huh without colliding. When the throughput increases, the delay
begins to approach that of the reservation scheme. If the RAN protocol did
not switch over to reservation, all the RA slots would he wasted in collisions.
However, the hub monitors the traffic and the system switches over at the
appropriate traffic level. Therefore, even at high throughput, the delay in
RAN is at most equal to that in reservation.
Slotted AI.011A

Unlike RAN, pure slotted ALOttA does not have any signaling traffic from
the VSAT to the hub. However. for status and maintenance, even slotted
ALOHA may have some signaling overhead. To make a meaningful comparison
between slotted ALOHA and RAN, an estimate of the RAN signaling traffic is
first necessary. IF there are N vSArs and the length of a signaling slot is
L. hits, then the amount of signaling bandwidth per frame is N * L,. Expressed
in bits per second, this is N * L,ITr. As far as RAN is concerned, L, need be
only I or 2 bytes. It can be assumed that the protocol is operating at 45percent throughput if the signaling protocol is not included. If the signaling
overhead is 20 percent of the data capacity, the 45-percent throughput is
effectively reduced to 45/(100 + 20) or 37.5 percent. This is still better than
the maximum throughput available from slotted ALOHA, and at this throughput
the expected delays of the RAN and slotted ALOI IA protocols are approximately
equal.
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notification is correlated with the information on the RA slots during T,
seconds (the frame period) prior to the reception of that notification. This
correlation is then used to determine how many packets from that VSAT need
to he retransmitted and which ones have been received successfully, in what
specific data slots and frame numbers. Next, the hub schedules the retransmission of the lost packets, one after another, in the first available Res slot,
(It is assumed that the processing power at the hub allows for the processing
of the vs AT, signaling packets as they reach the hub.)
Note that the major difference between basic RAN and extended RAN is in
correlating the pieces of information received by the hub over the signaling
channel and the data channel. This requires constant updating of the contents
of the vsAI's signaling packet.
The advantage of extended RAN over basic RAN is that the scheduling
delay for a lost packet decreases by a frame period, on the average. Hence,
the extended RAN protocol is particularly appropriate, from a delay viewpoint,
when the frame duration is large.
A second extension would allow vsA'r, to permanently request a Res Slot.
This Res slot would then be used as a circuit until the \'SAT releases it hack
to the hub.

Conclusiojts
The RAN protocol has been described and analyzed by developing a Markov
model. This protocol offers better performance where the criteria are the
mean delay-throughput characteristics. It does not experience the instability
associated with slotted Ai.ottA, nor does it have the high delay characteristic
of the reservation scheme. RAN is particularly appropriate for VSAT networks
that have signaling channel requirements for status and maintenance. In such
a situation, the additional signaling overhead needed to implement the RAN
protocol is relatively small. In cases where a signaling channel is required
only for RAN, the protocol still provides better performance than slotted
ALOHA for networks with a moderate number of VsAis. If the number of
VSATS becomes extremely large, the signaling overhead may become
prohibitive.

Extensions to RAN
Under certain conditions, the delay characteristics of the basic RAN protocol
can he improved further by making several changes in the protocol. In this
"extended" RAN, the notification for the data packet transmitted in one of
the RA slots is sent as soon as possible, instead of waiting for the notification
slot in the following frame, as is clone in basic RAN. The notifications are
processed by the huh as they are received, and the information in each
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Device and circuit modeling for
a 3.5- to 6.5-GHz GaAs monolithic
dual - gate FET switch module
M. C. Fu AND R. K. GUPMA
(bl..... , pl rccclve.. I June 7. 1939)

Abstract
The design approach and measured performance of a broadband (3.5- to 6.5-GHz),
dual-gate field-effect transistor(u(;-i) sw itch module with an on-chip, 'i cconmpatible
switch control circuit are presented. This MMIC switch module is a key element in
the development of a highly reliable and lightweight microwave switch matrix. A
computer program was developed for modeling the equivalent circuit clement values
tor the nma.r from physical device parameters. The program is based on a cascode
analysis of two single-gate rlrr., and is used to predict the small-signal, three-port, Sparameters for oeFET devices. These modeled parameters are then used to design a
self-biased monolithic DeFEr switch module with chip dimensions of 1.5 X 2.5 unit
(60 X 100 mil). Mc asurements show that the switch module has an ON-state gain
of approximately I1 d13 over the 3.5- to 65-GHz range, with better than 50-dB ONto-OFF isolation. 'I lie measured gain in the ON state is within I dB of the modeled
performance over the 3.5- to 6.5-GHz band.

Introduction
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) metal-semiconductor field-effect transistors
(MESFETs) are used extensively in the design and development of monolithic
microwave integrated circuits (MMtc,). MMIC, are especially suited for
microwave subsystems and communications satellite applications because of
their small size and weight, improved reliability and reproducibility, and
potentially lower cost [I].
123
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The single-gate GaAs MESFET is the most common device used in the
design of MMICs. However, the dual-gale GaAs ELF (DGFE I) has demonstrated
even higher gain and greater reverse isolation than its single-gate counterpart
121,131. In addition, the fat I I possesses inherently increased functional
possibilities due to the presence of two independent gates. As a result, the
DGFFF has found widespread application in the design of circuits such as
mixers, variable-phase shifters, switch circuits, and variable-gain amplifiers
141-1101. The DGFLT is almost universally operated in the common-source
mode, with the second gate terminated in an appropriate impedance. However,
the presence of the additional gate has complicated device modeling to the
point of hampering DGFL'r circuit design and analysis 1111.
This paper presents a device modeling effort for GaAs DGFL-rs which is
based on physical device parameters. A software package has been developed
in which single-gate device physics models arc extended to uGrvr analysis
by assuming a cascode configuration of two single-gate FFrs with identical
channel currents 11211141. Given a doping profile and other device design
characteristics, the program generates the extrinsic and intrinsic lumped
element equivalent circuit models and calculates ix' current-voltage relationships. The program model was tested against a commercial DGFFT and then
used in the design of an MMIC switch module with gain in the ON state. For
a given set of device physics parameters, the DGFFT model was derived and
small-signal S-parameters were calculated. Second-gate termination was
investigated to analyze its effect on the circuit design. Lumped-element
components and transmission lines were used for the matching networks.
The digital control and RF functions were integrated by incorporating a
transistor-transistor logic (I Ii,)-compatible control circuit on the chip. The
overall dimensions of the self-biased MMIC switch module, with integrated
control, are 1.5 x 2.5 mm (60 x 100 mil).
Figure I shows a comparison of the MMIC DGFFA switch module with the
hybrid (Mic) PIN diode switch used in the design of a 3.5- to 6.5-GHz, 8 x 8
microwave switch matrix (MSM) for satellite-switched, time-division multipleaccess (SS-TDMA) communications satellites 1151. In addition to a substantial
size reduction, the MMIC switch offers the advantages of enhanced reliability
and reduced assembly time because several substrates and manual bondwire
operations are eliminated.

DGFET Modeling
The GaAs dual-gate MLSFET. first introduced by Turner 121 in 1971, is
simply a single-gate FFT with another channel control (a second gate) added.
The dual-gate structure has found widespread application since its introduction

Figure I.

Comparison qfa 3.5- to 6.5-GH: PIN-Diode Switch With the
MMIC DGFET Switch Module

due to the number of advantages it holds over the conventional single-gate
structure.'fhe second gate provides additional functional possibilities in terms
of signal control. Furthermore, the addition of the second gate between the
first gate and the drain reduces the feedback capacitance between the two,
leading to greater reverse isolation, improved stability, and higher gain
[3].[4].
A qualitative picture of the DGFHF, with applied bias voltages, reveals two
distinct depletion regions under each of the two gates. By choosing an
arbitrary point between the two gates, the dual-gate device can he thought
of as two single-gate devices, with the arbitrary point serving as the drain of
the first device and the source of the second device (Figure 2). The signal
properties of the composite device can be analyzed by adopting the cascode
configuration and determining operating point voltages/currents for each of
the separate Fz'rs. With the implicit assumption that the gate currents are
negligible, the DGFET structure imposes the constraint that the current in the
channels of the two individual single-gate PHIS must be equal. By using this
constraint, the floating source-2/drain-t potential can be calculated. This
potential is necessary to complete the calculation of the gate-source and
drain-source potentials for each of the individual FFrs. The following set of
equations is obtained:
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(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)

for VI, are not directly measurable quantities of the dual-gate device, but
were used for analytical convenience . The key dual -gate device parameters
(g,,, and r„) can be estimated from De measurements of 1-v characteristics of
the device , and are related to the equivalent single-gate device parameters as
follows [16]:
g,,,)rl

8r,,1
g,mr,,(1 +g,„^ o2)

(5)

R„+r,,+(I +R„e i:e)(Rrr.+ R,)+ra (I +g,,,lRs)(1 +g,.a r,z)

I,rz = /(V2, V2) (6)
where 1,1. 1,„ V„ V,, V,, , , and Vet are unknowns that are related by equations
(I) through (6) and are determined by the external bias voltages for the
D0FCT (V,,, V,,, and V,2). The variables f, and f2 represent the functional
dependence of the drain current of a single-gate FET on its respective drain
and gate potentials. These equations can be solved by using an iterative
numerical analysis routine.
Once the operating points for each of the individual FF r, are found. the smallsignal response of the dual-gate MESFt.r can be determined using the cascode
model. The composite lumped-element model simply combines the two
single-gate FET models by cascading the circuits and including the parasitic
elements. However, the small-signal parameters thus derived are functions
of the four defined voltages (V,. V,. V,,,, and V,,,). These voltages, except
D2

d2

R„R^(;Rs
I +g,,,Rs

+f;,l(I

+gm2

r,,) +

(7)

r.l

rli,,
CK ^)ra =

Ra+r,,,+(I +g„a r0z)(R,+Rs)+r„i(1 +g„,,R',)(I +g„a
r„

(8)

on,

oi,
= Rn+r„z+(I+S„^,r„^)(Rrcr+R.)i r,i(I+g„,IR.r)(1+8„era)

(9)

where (g,,,)Gl and (g„J(;z are the transconductance parameters for the DGFE'r
at gates 1 and 2, respectively, and r„ is the D6FET output resistance. Variables
g„,,, r,,, and g,,,,, r„, are the corresponding parameters for the individual LET
sections of the cascode model. R(;c;, Rs, and Ra are the extrinsic gate, source,
and drain resistances, respectively, of the FHrti.

Program model deseriptioa
dl

(a) Original Representation (b) Separation Into Two
Single-Gate FETs

Figure 2.

(c) Labeling of Voltages
and Currents Used
in Analysis

Circuit Schematic fir DGFB'T Analysis

A software package was developed so that the preceding analysis could
be used for both discrete device analysis and MMIC design. Single-gate
MESFET device models previously used at COMSAT were adopted. with
several modifications and improvements. Some of the significant additional
features were the ability to handle arbitrary channel doping profiles (to
accommodate ion-implantation techniques), recessed gate structures, and
multiple-fingered gate layouts. These enhancements allowed the program to
be useful for a wider variety of device designs and fabrication processes now
commonly found in practice.
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For the single-gate FF1 components. the majority of the calculations in the
program are based on equations derived by Pucel et al. 1171. The drain
current is modified to account for additional voltage drops across the parasitic
resistances. The procedure for implementing the dual-gate analysis is summarized by the flowchart shown in Figure 3. Iterative analysis with a bisection
algorithm is used to force a match between the two single-gate FF1 currents.
Once this is achieved, the program generates current-voltage relationships
for the individual EFT., and hence for the composite dual-gate device, by
using equations (I) through (6). Figure 4 summarizes the physical device
geometries used in the analysis.
Once the drain and gate voltages and drain current for individual PI[I
sections are determined, the program calculates the input resistance, gate-tosource and gate-to-drain capacitances, and transconductance and output
resistance for individual PET sections, based on the Puccl equations. The
Output resistance is slightly modified to account for surface and substrate
leakage due to a finite conductivity in the semi-insulating substrate 1181. A
sidewall capacitance, which accounts for the extension of the depletion region
toward the source, is added to the gate-to-source interelectrode capacitance
in the LET model I1].
The source and drain parasitic resistances, which consist of a bulk
semiconductor material resistive component in series with the ohmic metal
contact resistance, are calculated from Fukui`s empirical expressions 1191.
Measured data for prototype single-gate I LT, were used to modify the
empirical constants in these equations. Interelectrode capacitances were then
calculated using the geometries of two flat clctrodes on GaAs dielectric
material 111.1191. Six interelectrode capacitances were needed for the dualgate, small-signal model one for each pair of ohmic contacts. The output
resistance and transconductance parameters at gates t and 2 of the DGFFT
are computed using equations (7) through (9).

NPUT
DEVICE'MATERIAL PARAMETERS,
EXTERNAL BIASES

91, Vg2, j

CALCULATE PARASITIC RESISTANCES
AND INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES

SET Vh = V

LET Vdl= VI + (Vh -V1)12
Vd2= Vd d1

V1 = Vg1
V2 92 Vdt

CALCULATEId 1 1 d2
(USING SINGLE-GATE FET MODEL)

IFSIGN

( d1 Id2)' 0

LET V E = Vd1
IFSIGN (Id1- Id2) < 0,
LET Vf = Vdl

• CIRCUIT ELEMENT VALUES
FOR SMALL - SIGNAL MODEL

Device measurements
To test the accuracy of the DGFET program model, two devices were
measured: a commercially produced DGFET (Raytheon ROx-832) and a
COMSAT-produced device. The active layer in the RDx-532 device was
produced by epitaxial growth. resulting in theoretically uniform carrier
concentration doping levels. The COMSAT device was processed using ionimplantation techniques. The ohmic contacts in both devices consisted of an
N' layer, where N' indicates a peak density level one to two orders of
magnitude higher than that implanted in the active region. This results in
reduced drain and source parasitic resistances.

'f=

IG1 TG?

Figure 3.

Flowchart SunInwizing the DGFET Analysis as Implemented
by the Program
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TABLE I. RDX-832 DGFET PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
AND DOPING CHARACTERISTIC ESTIMArls

RECESS 1 ^, ^ RECESS 2 --"={

SL SGL WG1 GiL WG2 DGL DL

N CHANNEL

SEMI INSULATING GaAs

GLOSSARY
(all dimensions in pm)
SL Source metal length
SGL. Source metal to gate metal spacing
WG1 Gate 1 length
GiL Gate 1 metal to gate 2 metal spacing
WG2 Gate 2 length
DGL Drain metal to gate metal spacing
DL Drain metal length

Figure 4.

Topology of a DGFET SholPbtg Geometrica l Parameters Used
in the Program

Table I summarizes the device geometries and doping characteristics for
the RDk-8sa device. Estimates of the range of doping density and of the
active layer thickness and gate recesses were obtained lion) the manufacturer.
For comparison of uc characteristics. tv measurements were made on the
Occur using the hill 145A semiconductor parameter analyzer. In Figure 5, the
drain current is plotted is the gate I voltage with gate 2 grounded, and vv
the gate 2 voltage with gate I grounded. Current-voltage relationships were
generated by the program model. A number of calculated points are plotted
against the measured curves. Considering that fluctuations in the drain current
levels on the order of 20 percent are common even in devices from the same
batch, the agreement was considered good. Transconductances corresponding
to both gate I (ANhV.1) and gate 2 (AUhV^.2) voltages are plotted in Figure 6.
The uncertainty of the recess depth may have beet) a major contributor to
the discrepency between the modeled and measured values. A similar
comparison was obtained for the COMSAT device with an ion implantation
profile.
S-parameter measurements were made for the DGrt:T devices at a number
of bias points. A lumped-element equivalent circuit model (Figure 7) was
fitted to the measured data using the SUPI/RCOMPACF program. Comparison

Aclive Gal, Width 5170 p.m
Gate I Length I _ I µm
Gate 2 I ennui I.I µm
Source Length 25 p.m
Drain I an-Ih 25 µn1
Source-to-Gate I Spacing 1 0 pm
Drain-to-Gate 2 Spacing 1.5 pm
Inlcrcate Spacing 2.0 µm
Gum Recess Depth 0.1-0.2 p.m
date Metal 'thicknes,. 0.5 him
Active Laver Thiekncs 0.4 -0.5 pm
Channel Carrier Conccntmtiml nl''/cm
;v Doping Density 10'°/mr,
Source Pad Al 8.0.10 inn'
Drain Pad Aura 0.018 nun'
Gate I Pad Area 0.0(22 mm'
Gate 2 Pad Area 002') mm'

of the calculated and fitted equivalent circuit clement value indicated much
lower output resistance for the LEr section. By reducing the output resistance
by one-half to one-third of its model-generated Dc value, much better
agreement could he obtained for the S-parameters S.,, S,., S,;, and S,,.
Similarly, better fit could be obtained for the S„ parameter by reducing the
input resistance. These modeling problems in the input and output resistance
have been noted previously 1201,(21 1. and further investigation is warranted.
For example, the cascode model assumes two essentially decoupled singlegate Elsa. with interaction only through an extrinsic parasitic capacitance.
To improve the accuracy of the model, particularly at high frequencies.
further investigation of possible interaction between the gates is necessary.
MMIC DGFET switch design
A GaAs MMIC dual-gate switch module is a key element in the development
of highly reliable and lightweight microwave switch matrices (MSMs) [221.
For the switch application, the gate I and drain biases of the dual-gate
MESF-ET are kept fixed, and the gain of the amplifier is controlled by varying
the Dc bias of the second gate. Forward bias voltages of --0.5 V and it
negative pinchoff voltage at gate 2 define the ON and OFF states, respectively,
of the switch. A minimum 50-dB dynamic range was required for MSM
application. A 3.5- to 6.5-GHi design frequency range was chosen to provide
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TAn1.E 2. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS AND DEVICE

002 pF

3.6 s2
aM^

W ITC I I

40 m

26052

Active Gate Width
Gate I Length
Gate 2 Length
Source-to-Gate I Spacing
Drain-to-Gate 2 Spacing
Intergate Spacing
Gate Metal Thickness
N' to Source (Drain) Ohmic Setback
N Doping Den,it)
Peak Cwrier Density
Peak Location. dp
Standard Deviation, IT

300 µm
OS µm ( nominal
0.5 µm (nominal)
I µn1
I µm
1.5 µm
(1.5 µm
I Rill
I X 10'" cn'
2.7 x 10 cm
0.11 µn1
0.65 am

0.04 pF

II
812

Figure 7.

f 1.552

DGFET Equivalent Circuit Model

the flexibility of using a single design for all channels in the 6-GHz up-link
and 4-GHz down-link satellite communications hands. Good input/output
return loss in both the ON and OFF states was required in order to avoid the
need for isolators. Finally. flat gain response in the ON state was required.
Design of a broadband DGFET switch module with ON-state gain requires
devices with high transconductance(g...). The gcan he increased by increasing
the device width: however, this also results in larger power dissipation in
the ON state. For the MMIC switch module design, a dual-gate device with
a nominal gate length of 0.5 fam and width of 300 p.m was selected. The
0.5-µm gate length provided sufficiently high g,,,, while the 300-p.m device
width provided more than 10 dBm of linear power with ON-state Dc power
dissipation of approximately 125 mW per DGPET. Other physical dimensions
and profile parameters of the device are listed in Table 2.
The target ion-implantation profile I I J has a peak carrier density of
approximately it,, = 2.7 x 10" em '. With a recess depth up to the peak
of the profile, the program model predicted a pinchoff voltage of around
- 1.5 V. The program was then used to generate most of the intrinsic FEE
elements, including junction capacitance. input resistances, and transcon-

ductances. The output resistances and the parasitic capacitances and resistances
were obtained from device geometries and measurements on prototype singlegate devices built with similar profile parameters. From the lumped-element
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 7, the three-port S-parameters were
calculated for the design of the DGEET switch circuit.
A two-stage design was considered necessary in order to achieve the
required 50-dB ON-to-OFF ratio. The use of resistive matching networks
resulted in small circuit size, which made the circuit design relatively
insensitive to device parameter variations and resulted in excellent stability.
Furthermore, the circuit could he matched easily over a broad bandwidth.
After extensive investigation of second-gate termination, a capacitive termination was selected because of its good dynamic range, good stability.
small size, and convenience of implementation in MMte form.
Figure 8 is a complete schematic of the switch circuit. The interstage
network combined the output network of the first stage with the input network
of the second stage to give a simpler realization, leading to a small circuit
size. Foroperation with a single power supply, a parallel resistance/capacitance
self-bias combination was added to the source terminals of each device.
Circuit topologies werechosen to satisfy biasing requirements with a minimum
number of elements. In the input circuit, the shunt resistance providing DC
ground return for self-biasing, and the series capacitor providing input DC
blocking, were also used in the circuit matching. Shunt inductances by which
the drain bias voltages were fed to the FETs were incorporated into the
interstage and output matching circuits. The output Dc blocking capacitor
was also part of the output matching network, and the interstage Dc blocking
capacitor was part of the interstage network.
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One of the unique features of the MMIC DOFFT switch module design is
the on-chip integration of a T71-compatible logic/driver interface circuit. This
requires that the pinchoff voltages of the devices in the control logic be the
same as those of the Dea lT devices (--- 1.5 V in this design). Furthermore,
the control logic circuit design is restricted to using FFra and Schottky diodes
that are compatible with the MMIC DOFBT fabrication process. Figure 9 is a
schematic of the II L-to-GaAs interface circuit. The TTI, control signal, VIN,
appears at the source of FEE Q. The voltage at the gate of QI is nominally
0 V. Therefore, this urn is turned on and off by VIN voltages of 0 V and a
positive voltage which is greater than the Ftcr pinchoff. FET.. Q, and Q, form
the current sources and control the current through level-shifting Schottky
diodes DI through D1. Depending on the state of Q. the voltage at the
output, VOUT, is either slightly positive (0.5 V) or greater than - 1.5 V. The
width of Q, and Q, FEE, in the interface circuit was designed to be small (I (l
to 20 p.m) to minimize De power consumption. Circuit simulation indicated
power consumption in the control interlace circuit of less than 10 mW in
both the on and off states.
The control circuit performance was analyzed using the I-C SPICE program.
A GaAs FET model was created to aid in the SPICE, analysis of this interface
circuit 1221. Because analysis indicated that a 10-pF capacitor to ground at
the FET gate 2 (as assumed in the switch circuit design) resulted in large rise/

II

fall times, a series 0.5-pF capacitor was included at the second gate. This
oo
vdd
(4 7 V)

Vss
2 3 V)

Figure 9.

7TL Control lntetfnce Circuit Schematic
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resulted in predicted rise/fall times of less than 5 ns, at the cost of degrading
the switch module gain in the ON state by approximately 2 dB. On the final
chip, the 10- and 0.5-pF capacitors can be connected in parallel by bondwircs
for higher gain.
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Figure 10 shows an enlargement of the realization of the entire module.
The total chip size is 1.5 x 2.5 mm (60 X 100 mil) on a 0.3-nim
(12.5-mil)-thick semi-insulating GaAs substrate , and includes two dual-gate
MESFET,, three single-gate MESFET,, four Schottky diodes, seven resistors,
nine capacitors, and four spiral inductors.

Circuit layout and fabrication
The resistors were fabricated using a resistive dielectric material with gold
pads at the ends. Tantalum nitride was the resistive medium, with a sheet
resistance of 50 11C!. The capacitors were realized by a thin-film overlay
structure of metal/insulating dielectric/metal (MIM), using plasma-deposited
silicon nitride (e, -- 6.4) as the dielectric. Two thicknesses (0.1 and 0.5 R m)
of dielectricwereemployed: the thicker layer for realizing smaller capacitances
(I 10 pF/mm2) and for passivation of the FET channel regions, and the thinner
layer for the high-valued bypass capacitors (550 pF/mm2) which would
otherwise occupy prohibitively large areas on the chip.
Higher-valued inductors in the circuit were realized as spirals to keep
circuit size small, and were modeled using coupled transmission line models.
Smaller inductor values were simply approximated by short lengths of highimpedance transmission lines. A 2-µm-thick layer of gold was used for
plating the transmission lines, spiral inductors, top plates of capacitors,
overlay metal of ohmic contacts, and other passive circuit metal areas. Air
bridges were employed to interconnect the ITT sources, to contact the top
plate of capacitors. and to form crossovers for spiral inductors.
The entire circuit model was analyzed and optimized to the desired response
by using SCPERCOMPACT. An extensive sensitivity analysis was performed
to check the circuit performance variations with fabrication tolerances. For
resistance and capacitance variations of x-20 and ± I0 percent, respectively,
the worst-case input/output return losses were predicted to better than 15 dB
in both the ON and OFF states, with a gain variation within ± I dB.
The circuits were fabricated using selective ion implantation into liquidencapsulated Czochralski (Lee) material. The channel was formed by a
100-kcV silicon implant, and the N' ohmic contact area was formed by a
200-keV silicon implant. Ohmic contacts were formed by vacuum deposition
of an Au/Ge/Ni/Ag/Au film that was patterned by a dielectric-assisted liftoff
process and then alloyed into the substrate. Direct-write, electron-beam
lithography was used to fabricate the FET gate electrodes. The gate metal, a
0.5-µm-thick Ti/Pt/Au composite, also formed the bottom plates of the
capacitors. The dual-gate MESFET had two parallel I50-µm-wide gate feeds,
and the second gate was end-fed.

Figure 10.

Microphotograph of the MMLC DCFET Switch Module (Chip
dimensions: 1.5 x 2.5 runt)

Test results
The transmission gain/loss and return losses were measured for both the
ON and OFF states of the switch (Figure 11). For the first set of measurements,
the driver interface was not included in the circuit. With the gate 2 bias voltage
at 0.5 V, the switch module had an ON-state gain of 11.2 ± 0.4 dB from 3.5
to 6.5 GHz. The ON-to-OFF isolation was better than 50 dB up to 6.5 GHz.
Predicted and measured gains agreed within I dB from 3.5 to 6.5 GIIz. The
worst-case input and output return loss values in the two states were
approximately 12 dB over the band of interest.
The TTe control interface circuit was measured separately. The results
(Figure 12) show that the control circuit provides approximately 0.5 V to
gate 2 of the DGrIA, for TTI. '1' input (>2.4 V). The output voltage for TTI,
'0' input is below the pinchoff voltage to turn the Ixxrr'r, off. The gain of
the switch element was measured to be about 2-dB lower with a 0.5-pF
capacitor at the second gate.
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Conclusions

I

A modeling approach for a dual-gate MESELI based on physical device
parameters has been described. To demonstrate its usefulness, the model was
used in the design of a broadband (3.5- to 6.5-GHt) DGFLT switch module.
Good agreement between the measured and modeled performance during the
first fabrication iteration demonstrated the validity of both the model and the
design approach. Integration of the RF and digital control functions on an
MMIC chip was also demonstrated. This switch module can replace PIN diodes
as the switching element in the MSM used in SsTOMA communications
satellites.
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Sommaire

Un canevas de format de transmission video it elements analogiques multiplexes
(N MAC ) qui est compatible aver la norme N"fSC a Etc mis an point pour la Satellite
Television Corporation an debut des annhes 8 0. Le present expose d6crit en detail Ic
format de N.MAC ainsi que In raise en oeuvre et la pcrlormance dune maqucttc
d'identitication . Les resultats d'essais subjectifs y tigurent 6galement.

Filtre •peigne tridimensionnel it compensation
antomatique du mouvement pour In transmission
de to video aver codage NTSC
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Sommaire
On presents un algorithme utilisant on filtre-peigne trid i mensionncl 6 compensation
automatique de mouvement pour la suppression de la diaphotie Into inance/chrominance
dins les signaux video avec codage NTSC. Cc nine, qui consiste en an peigne
" temporel" a compensation automat ique do mouvement pour Its parties statiqucs dc
I 'image et en un peigne "spatial" bidimensionnel pour Its parties qui varicnt on
fonction du temps, produit Line largeur de hande de luminance accrue et one plus
grande separation care Ia luminance et Ia chrominancc quc nc Ic permettent Ics
conceptions de tiltre-peigncs classiques. L'algorithmc propose petit ctrc utilise pour
atnhliorer la transmission de tclcvision N'ISC standard on Bans le cadre d'un syat2me
grace auquel la television haute definition (not") peat ctre transmisc.via Lin canal
compatible avec In norme NTSC. Les principes do la conception out eth conIirmhs
par simulation sur ordi natcur.
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